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A PIAN FOR CONTINUING
EDUCATION
FOR AGENCY
SUPERVISORSOF VOLUNTEERS
Alice E. Lamont, Coordinator of Social
Catholic Youth Organization
Detroit,
Michigan

Services

On Tuesday, May 9th, this year, a gloomy, windy spring-by-the-calendar-only
day in Detroit,
about forty people gathered together to hear "Points to
Consider for an Effective One-to-One Volunteer Program".
Mr. Kenneth Perron,
Supervisor of a Big Brothers Program for Catholic Charities
Youth Service,
set us back on our heels with the need to
bring the troops in out of
the sun, refreshment and encouragement for volunteers,
that is, he went
on to explain, "how to make clear to mama the big brother's
role, does not
include marriage" . Appearing with Mr. Perron on that May morning was Mrs .
Iva Isabell,
a supervisor in the Michigan Department of Social Services,
preparing to invite a neighborhood council help her find friendly neighbors
to work with delinquent,
hostile,
acting-out
adolescents
released from state
training
institutions
. The other member of the panel was Mrs . H. Ripley
Schemm, a long-time organizer and worker in the Friendly Visitors Program,
describing the out-reach service,
known to most of you, to the elderly
and anyone who suffers from loneliness.
This rather diverse grouping is
standard fare for the Forum of Volunteer Directors.
11
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The Forum is a group of 120 delegates from a variety of services and agencies
in the Detroit Metropolitan
area who gather quarterly
to sharpen their wits
on ways of working with volunteers.
This organization
is an out-growth of
a former agency workshop sponsored, annually by Central Volunteer Bureau
to provide information and education to staff and volunteers
on some particular aspect of volunteer program,
Central Volunteer Bureau is a division of United Community Services,
the
area-wide planning and budgeting body. The Bureau, more familiarly
knm,m
as CVB recruits,
screens and-places volunteers
with community agencies,
and consults with individuals
and agencies around particular
needs and
problems.
At the spring 1961 workshop, sponsored by Central Volunteer Bureau, a
questionnaire
explored the possibility
of a more permanent structure,
for
people working with volunteers,
possibly a Council of Volunteer Supervisors.
The response was enthusiastic
and the Administrative
Committee and staff of
Central Volunteer Bureau set out to bring the response into reality.
A
member of the Administrative
Committee was appointed Chairman of a Planning
Committee. The Planning Committee moved quickly to call together agency
representatives
to explore the idea of a May luncheon.
Bolstered by a
response from 42 agencies, the committee began its task of shaping the
responses into a workable form. By the following fall when a program was
announced, the council had evolved into a forum. The latter
seemed a clearer
title
for a body whose function was communication rather than policy.
Elisabeth
Cady, Director of the Central Volunteer Bureau, spelled out specifics for the committee's reaction.
She presented the forum envisioned as,
a repository
of ideas and experience,
a vehicle for educational
programs, a
"sounding board" for Central Volunteer Bureau and an opportunity
to develop
standardized
techniques.
It was also seen as a vehicle to reach out to less
responsive agencies.
The program for the first Forum meeting centered
around knowing the services of Central Volunteer Bureau and organization
of
the Forum.
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The planning committee developed a structure
which was implemented in
January of 1962. Rer:resentatives
of the 60 agencies who attended the
January meeting were assigned to 5 sections.
The sections were a device to
establish
communication in a smalle1· group, relate those with common interests and provide some ~anageable structure
for a large group. The Sections
are:
A.

Group worlt and recreation
services.
AMERICAN
YOUTHHOSTELS,MErROPOLITAN
DEI'ROITCOUNCIL
BOYS' CLUESOF METROPOLITAN
DEI'ROIT

B.

Health services - hospitals.
CHILDREN'SHOSPITALOF MICHIGAN
DETROITGENERAL
HOSPITALSERVICELEAGUE

C.

Health Services - other.
CHILDREN'SLEUKEMIA
FOUNDATION
OF MICHIGAN
DEAEBORN
ASSOCIATION
FOR RETARDED
CHILDREN,INC.

D.

Services to children,
families
ANGELUSHALL
BAPTIST CHILDREN'SHOME

& aged.

E&F. Cultural civic and educational
services and volunteer
(temporarily
combined)
DETROITGREATCITIES SCHOOLTI-1:PROVEMENT
PROJECT
CHILDREN'SMUSEUM
AME.RICA..~
NATIONAL
RED CROSS
CONTINUUM
CENTERFCR WOMEN,
OAKIAND
UNIVERSITY

suppliers.

Each section was given the task of electing a representative
to serve on a
steering committee.
Six representatives
were chosen, a brief steering
committee meeting lras held immediately after the election of section representatives
and Miss F1·ieda Gorrecht was elected the first Forum Chairman.
Miss Gorrecht inspired and shepherded the Forum with outstanding
leadership
the first tuo years of its existence.
The newly installed
Steering Committee then set for itself
the task of
devising an operational
guide.
The structure
developed and adopted in
October, 1962, is a simple and uncomplicated one which spells out the purpose
of the Forum and outlines who can belong and sets up a mechanism for establishing a Steering Committee and a C:bairm:m.
The purposes

as defined

in the operational

guide are:

"a) Providing a structure
where people concerned with volunteers mj_ght
discuss mutual problems and experiences and develop ideas for
possible solutions.
b) Cooperating with the Central Volunteer Bureau in presenting
helpful educational
program for agencies and organizations
belonging
to the Forum.
c) Assisting
effective

agencies and organizations
volunteer programs."

in the development of the most

1
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-3Structurally}
of course} the Forum is a child of the Central Volunteer
Bureau of the United Community Services of Detroit.
The Forum of Volun·;:,l':!er
Directors
relates
to the Central Volunteer Bureau through the Director of
the Central Volunteer Bureau} Miss Elisabeth
Cady} who serves as the staff
for the Steering Cammittee and Forum. The Administrative
Cammittee of CVB
appoints one member to serve on the Forum Steering Committee.
The Forum is}
at least
theoretically}
self_supporting
in that fees charged for the·
meetings cover the meeting expenses.
However} Central Volunteer Bureau
provides clerical
staff in addition to the professional
services of the
Director and covers the cost of mailing and distribution
of material.
It
would be only fair to comment on the relations:iip
of the staff of Central
Volunteer Bureau and the Forum.
Since Elisabeth
Cady was one of those who recognized six years ago the need
for a "meeting ground" for those concerned with directing}
recruiting
and
supervising
volunteers>
she has been a staunch supporter of the Forum and a
great support to the chairman and Steering Committee. The chairmen of the
Forum have been voluntee1~and professionals
and, I think, Betty Cady's
relationship
with both has been equally helpful.
She brings to the Steering
Committee a view of the community as a whole and knowledge of trends in
volunteer
service across the tri-county
area and the country.
With this
background she makes an invaluable
contribution
to the Forum} at the same
time} letting
the Steering Committee have full rein of directions
and
programs.
Each fall a letter
of invitation
is sent to all the agencies and organizations
on the CVBmailing list.
The letter
addressed to the agency executive or
director
of volunteers,
outlines
the programs of the previous year and
explains that in order to be a member the agency or organization
need only
name an official
delegate.
Stress is placed on the delegate's
being the
person responsible
for the volunteer program and able to attend the quarte1·ly
meeting.
The emphasis is} of course, an effort to achieve as much continuity
of personnel as possible.
The invitational
letter
also points out that if
the executive or director
does not name a delegate} their agency will be
dropped from the mailing list for the current year.
The letter
also indicates
that the door is always open to any agency seekine; membership at other times.
The people who respond to this invitation
receive notices of all Forum
meetings for the program year.
The membership represents
a great crosssection of old hand professionals
and volunteers}
including those with
full-time
and volunteer
responsibility
for volunteer programs, as well·as}
professionals
and volunteers
who arrived on the scene yesterday.
They represent agencies and diverse as the Boys Clubs, the Public Library, the city's
\~10 of our colorful
cultural
project and several psychiatric
facilities.
:giembership attends varies greatly from meeting to meeting according to the
topic.
We see this variation
in attendance
as an asset in that
liberate
effort to serve the great variety of interests
ship.

we make a very defound in our member-

For many meetings,
groups who may have a special interest
in the subject are
invited although they may not be regular members. For the meeting at which
Mrs. Schemm spoke about the Friendly Visitors)
representatives
of nursing
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homes were invited.
In the Spring of 1965) I attended the Steering Committee Meeting as a
delegate from Section A, and left the meeting) much to my surprise,
as
the Chairman.
I can assure you that the structure
is simple) and procedure is direct and casual.
The casualness does not, by any means) imply ineffectiveness.
In the two
years I have served as Chairman of the Volunteer Directors Forum, I have
learned a great deal, even more than I bargained for.
It is a pervasive,
persuasive and effective
vehicle for adult education.
The programs are "hatched" by the .:iteering Committee w!lich meets quarterly,
the week following the Forum program. The elected representatives
of each
section make up the Steering Committee.
These turn into real brain-storming
sessions as we try to incorporate
what we see as the interest
of the Forum,
current trends in volunteer service and match this with availability
of
resou1·ces.
Although every Forum Program that I have had the pleasure of
experiencing
has been in some fashion interesting
and rewarding) from the
behind-the-scene's
view that have been real cliff-hangers.
In the Fall of
1965, as we set out to plan the year's program, the Steering Committee was
fascinated
and captivated by Darryl Hayne 1 s tale of his experiences with
the new VISTA Program at Brightmoor Community Center.
Feeling that this
was a matter of pertinent
information
for the Forum, we arranged our first
meeting of the season around the VISTA Program) utilizing
VISTA assigned
in Detroit,.Miss
Gorrecht who was initiating
a program in her agency (which
is described elsewhere in this conference) and a representatiYe
of VISTA
from Washington.
On the morning of the presentation
at the International
Institute
it appeared that the representative
from Washington, Mr. T. F. X.
Higgins J would not appear after all and we drafted Miss Gorrecht for an
,
expanded presentation.
As the morning wore on and our nerves wore thinner, /
a telephone call informed us that Mr. Higgins was indeed in town but at
Brightmoor Community Center.
He arrived just in time to make a dramati~
presentation
at lunch.
At the post-mortum session, the Steering Committee
decided this format was probably the most effective
one we could have
used even though it was by accident rather than design.
Not every program '
has featured a speaker at the wrong address but every program has had a
note of adventure.
After the Steering Cammittee has agreed on a general format and the progran!,
the members responsible
contact the proposed participants
and set up a "dry
run" meeting of al:!. concerned.
This.has been a very effective
tool for us
in bringing the participants
together and clarifying
the Forum and our
expectations
of contributors.
At this preliminary
session I take some notes
on what seems to be the principal
ideas and questions and assemble these
into a guide for the panel members or speaker.
Here are the kinds of
questions that developed at the January pre-meeting session,
exploring
specialized
settings,
Staff

Member -

What you ex:pected to accomplish
and snags?
How did you "sell"

the staff

- expected

or agency?

and unexpected

benefits

..

..
-5What is their

reaction

now?

How were the volunteers

selected,

trained

What kind of experience or skill
"untrained"
your preference?

did you loo1<.for,

How do the recipients

of the service

How did you structure

this

Volunteer

and supervised?

respond

or were the

in your view?

program·?

-

How did you get interested
What was it like

in this

particular

work?

at first?

How did you structure
What kind of supervision

your first

do you receive

What kind of meaning or value
How do the recipients

contact?
from the staff?

in your life

has this

experience

respond to your help?

At the Fall meeting of the Steering Cormnittee we outlined a series
for the year.
Let me share with you the goals for the years '66,
To reach agencies
with volunteers.

with uncontaminated

To look at new Federal
To test

programs,

that

of goals
1

67.

is uncontaminated

Programs.

out the feasibility

What new kinds of volunteers
What new training

been?

of joint

training

projects.

are coming to the surface?

methods have been developed?

To reach agencies who use volunteers
in other
areas, for example, child guidance clinics.
Now to look at how these

goals were reached

cities

but not in our

- if they were.

':'he subjects of the programs for this past program year were:
in November
1966, Federal Program Representatives
from two Office of Economic Opportunity
projects,
spoke on the use of the indigenous leaders and the quasi-volunteer.
The described the warming experiences which helping the community person to
d~velop had been.
Both were ereatly
concerned about the prospective
decline
in OEO funds and the disappointment
and frustration
which lay ahead for their
trainees
if the program ended. Much to our surprise,
both speakers made c~
impromtu :plea for employment opportunities
for their trainees.

..

The most compJec question,
stemming from the federal
worked its way to the surface was this.

programs,

which finally

-6WlJat will :1appen to the "pure volunteer "if thE.re arc sc m an.f o_J:Jpo:.:·r:n·nities to be paid for what has been a volunteer job?
What ldnd of interpretation
two people doing identical
and the other, as a result

does the Director of Volunteers givP. ~n
work side by side, one of whom is a. vohmt,~er
of a new pro~ram, is paid?

There was no genuine consensus on these q_uestions . Perhaps the str::mgest
points of view were that the q_uasi-volunteers
(paid but not truly hired)
would continue to multiply.
The other conclusien was, of course, that
genuine volunteer efforts will always be welcome.
'I'bis was followed by the January prog:".'amon th':! volunteer in a. specicl.li¼ed
setting.
Representatives
of staff and volunteers working with the "ccnti.::i ..
uing treatment ward" of Pontiac State Hospital and the Oakland Department
of Social Services spoke about the specialized
programs developed to utili~e
the volunteer skills.
At the state psychiatric
facility,
a psychologist,
with the helr of tbe
Director of Volunteers, had selected half a dozen volunteers e:iq:erienced
in working the hospital
to develop a corps of visitors
to those pe.tients o-::·
long-standing
who had no visits from family and friend.
The psychologist,
Miss Fitzgerald,
described her goals and hopes for the program. Initially
she told the volunteers very little
of the patienth bE..ckground. As the
volunteer became more comfortable, the psychologist
shared relevant information.
The charming volunteer,
Mrs . Mahoney, shared with us e.11 the q_ues"':,ionsruid
doubts sl;le had as she approached a first visit with her patient.
At first
she was unable to sustain a conversation because the patient could not
pursue any one thought more than a few minutes.
Then, very perceptiYely;
the patients
conversations became more coherent and her appearance improved
as she got dressed up for her visitor.
Don Bachman at the Oakland County Department of Social Services had devclo?ed
a service from scratch, utilizing
Jr. League members. ThE;iftransported
children to foster homes and several members with professional
skills cowbe0.
the entire caseload to spot referral
possibilities.
This work resultE.i in
medical help for clients and in some instances,
tJr?nsfer of the case to o.!1
appropriate
program.
This marvelous combination of program~ was topped off at lunch by the appearance of Rev. David Eberhard who has developed a church related coir~uni:t.~-service program utilizing
volunteers at all levels.
Rev. Eberhard has
appeared on national television
and he reached the Forum members in dynami~
fashion.
The March program focused on the use of teenage volunteers in a variety of
settings.
It featured a panel of Forum members who had utilized
student
volunteers in a variety of settings - a YWCAsummer program, a Veterans'
Hospital, and a psychiatric
treatment facility
for children.
The topper
fo:p this program was a panel of student volunteers reporting the reactions
of students to their volunteer experience.
The range of their coruments was
p~ovoking, from a proud sense of contribution
and apprecia-'.;ion to the
observation that the adults mostly went on coffee breaks or taJ_'k~d on the

..,

-7teleJ:.Jhon~. Interestingly,
every youngster,
whether their experience had
been positive
or negative,
said they were glad they had done "it", some said
because it was better than doing nothing.
The timing of the program was a deliberate
student volunteers
this summer.

effort

to open more doors to

In May the focus was on the individualized
service we described at the
outset.
The average attendance at the Forum is 68. However, the March
program on the student volunteer brought forth 100 with many school people
we had not seen before attending.
If we compare this list of goals with the programs of the year outlined,
we can see that we did in some way get to the question of new federal
programs, and did explore some specialized
areas where volunteers
were
Previously a rarity.
There are plenty of questions left for next year,
however.
Benefits

and Problems

Perhaps the most fascinating
thing about our experience in using volunteer
and professional
people to present and illustrate
their experiences
has been
the response from the other Forum delegates themselves.
Both volunteers
and professionals
have come forward to say how much a program or programs
has meant to them. One volunteer of considerable
experience said she thought
the programs had been designed especially
to take the volunteer's
point of
view into account this year.
That is exactly what we hoped to do, not
so much to take the volunteer 1 s point of view into account, but to have
programs so meaningful that each delegate would feel that it was tailor-made
for them.
The structure
has served
reclarify
the purposes.

us well,

but it has been necessary

occasionally

to

In March, 1964, Freida Gorrecht, gave a paper entitled
"The Forum and You".
The paper spelled out the relationship
of the Forum to the Central Volunteer
Bureau and what the Forum could do and offer.
"We can and do provide an
opportunity
for staff directors
of volunteers
to discuss mutual problems
and learn from each other . These staff directors
have come to know each
other as workers sharing common aspirations,
difficulties
and successes.
Many individuals
belonging to the Forum have aided us by participating
as
discussion
leaders,
panel members and speakers.
In this way we have shared
the knowledge and skills
of the more experienced with those of us who are
less experienced."
The Forum was relatively
young, and there was some tendency to confuse its
functions with that of its parent, CVB. The paper presented by the Chairman
and the discussion that followed helped to clarify
roles.
At the beginning of this program year, a similar problem was considered.
It occurred to the Steering Committee, that we needed to have the purpose,
function and membership of the Forum spelled out in some convenient and
attractive
form. Particularly
because attendance varies and agencies are
free to select new delegates every year and consequently there may be little
continuity,
we wanted a reference that would be quick and handy for the
first-tir.1.er
to grasp what kind of an organization
they fou.r!d the,;s~lves

-8in and what they might expect.
The connnittee devised this flyer which slll:'.!s
up the whole affair.
We have samples.and hope that you will help yourself
to them.
It is difficult
to catagorize
the effective
essence of the Volunteer
Directors Forum. One of our staff members is an avid reader.
She was recounting the difficult
vocabulary in her current book in a little
quiz
program for us. One of the words in the quiz was "ineluctable"}
meaning to
struggle to get out, difficult
to explain.
In a sense} the Volunteer
Directors Forum is "ineluctable."
It is a real powerhouse of experience,
skill and conviction about work with and by volunteers . The program content
is dra'\-m from the members themselves and f1·om field far away. We had
quite a long adventure with speakers from industry;
this year we have drafter..
more speakers and panel members from Forum membership.
But whatever the
format} the Forum Program reaches out to those in the community} puts a
spotlight
on a program} question} puzzle} a problem or a challenge and gives
that person in the community information and inspiration
to return to the
community with greater skill and zeal for volunteer service.
This business of returning to the community is one of the primary concerns
of the Forum now. In an evaluation
session last year} which featured
techniques of evaluation
as the program of the day, and used the Forum as
a model to evaluatej
we discovered that some delegates came} saw and
absorbed but did not talte home to share with anyone else.
This year we
have focused on application
of the overall scheme and have supplied the
delegates with some written material.
In the past, we have used such
techniques as distributing
a bibliography
on work with volunteers
to help
members take the message home. This is a task we will continue to highlight.
If I might refer once more to the ineluctable
quality of the Foru:n} I would
like to describe my personal experience with it.
When I ca.me to the Steerine;
Connnittee as a delegate from Section A, I had about 15 years experience in
social work and had worked with a variety of volunteers
in a variety of
settings . And I thought I knew most of the angles . As programs of the Fonuu
and time went by, I discovered there were many many aspects of volunteer
service for me to learn . There has never been a program I did not gain some
in knowledge or perspective.
At the last meeting of the Forum, Mrs. Bates,
Chairman of the Administrative
Committee} very kindly complimented me on the
Forum Program. My respense was that as chairman} I could accept her compliments very humbly for in every sense the success of the Forum could be attributed
to the combined efforts
of the Steering Committee and Elisabeth
Cady. In no sense was it the work of one person, much less the chairman.
It is this design and spirit
of combined efforts ,,hich.has made this experience in education for the community such an exhilarating
one.

-9·THE VOLUNTE:!IB
Arl'DTHE PS"..'.'CHIA'l'RIC
SOCIALWORKSR
- A 1'EAMIN AFl'ER CAt'lE
Mrs. Marion Jeffery
Director - Volunteer rrogram
Bureau of Social Work
California
Department of Social Welfare
Los Angeles, California
Project

Laura is 45 and has been in a state hospital
for 5 years.
She has few
interests.
She becomes too anxious to attend class outside her home. Laura
needs a volunteer to give her home tutoring
in elementary typing skills,
ir.
preparation
for doing some volunteer home typing, which may later lead to a
job.
Steve is 19 but he is mentally retarded.
He, too, was recently discharged
from a hospital and now is the proud owner of a corner
newsstand, but Steve
is having trouble making change and handling his books.
Kenny is only eight and is one of four retarded children in a Family Cri.rc
Home. He needs extra attention
and someone to help him with constructive
activities.
He needs to learn rhymes and numbers.
There are thousands of Lauras,
leave from our state hospitals
If they are to "look forward"
the resources available
to us,

Steves and Kennys in California
on convalescent
- over 10,000 in the Southern Region alone.
to life outside the hospitals,
it will take al:'.
professional
and non-professional.

It is of new approaches to this problem that this paper directs itself,
It
focuses on the methods utilized
by Psychiatric
Social Workers working with
leave clients
in the Bureau of Social Work -- formerly a part of the California Department of Mental Hygi€ne -- now a part of the California
Department of Social Welfare.
Convalescent leave patients may be young or old, mentally ill or mentally
retarted,
but all have been judged to have received maximum hospital benefit
and, though not yet ready for final discharge,
ready to try the next step,
which is life in the community on a trial basis.
The Bureau of Social
Work was created in 1946, under the State Department of Mental Hygiene, to
assure ade~uate social service follow-up of these clients.
There are 15
Bureaus of Social Work in the Southern Region of which we are a part, situated in or near the communities to which these clients are returned.
The
professional
staff,
made up of psychiatric
social workers with a Masters
degree in Social Work serve these persons from the time of their release
from the hospital until their eventual discharge from Department care.
Lacking family, funds a:nd resources,
many would have to remain in the hospi·,;aJ..
if special efforts were not made to find a place for them in_ the community.
It is in this effort that the psychiatric
social workers must seek a wide
scope of resources.
They must evaluate placement plans, find homes, jobs,
financial
support and activity
outlets which will permit a satisfactory
convalescence.

;.

Leave planning is made according to the client's
situation
and needs.
It
may vary from placement in a Family Care Home of from one to six persons
to placement in a facility
as large as 250. It may vary from providing a
live-in,
SUIJervised work situation
to going back to one's own home. Placement is tailored
to the individual.
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As the nuniber of placements grew, tl1e Bureau looked for new method.s to
insure that increasing
caseloads wo..ild not mean diminished services.
In
answer to this problem, and an increasing
need for further
comm.unity involvement, a meeting was called, bringing together
the Volu:J.teer Bureau, Los
Angeles Regj_on, with the Southern Regional Supervisors
of the Bureau of
Social Work and their Community Organization
Specialist.
The present volunteer program was an outgrowth of these conferences.
Together these two private agencies,
The V0lunteer Bureau and the Welfare
Planning Council, applied for National Mental Health Act Funds to finance
a demonstration
project
for the Bureau of Social Work, focused on the extension by volunteers
of the services
of the psychiatric
social workers to
their clients.
Though volunteers
had been used extensively
in some psychiatric
facilities
in California,
particularly
in hospitals,
there was a
need to demonstrate the potential
effectiveness
of volunteers
in extramural programs.
The program began in August of 1964. Since then much has
documented.
Today Mrs. Anne Tobey, Supervising
Psychiatric
will speak from her own experience with volunteers
in the
Program for the retarded.
Mr. Al Brook, representing
the
Program, will speak from his experience,
and will explain
of youth in this program.

been learned and
Social Worker,
Family Care
Red Cross Colle.:;e
the involvement

It is necessary to understand the scope of services
and the background of
the Bureau of Social Work in order to adequately understand the breadth of
this demonstration
project.
It has implications
not only for convalescing
clients
but in preventive
care and in other after care programs.
How does it work? What training
is provided?
in extending the services
of the professional
FIRST:

How effective
to the client?

are volunteers

HOWDOES IT WORK?

In order to assure the appropriateness
of the request and the real needs
for service,
all requests
for volunteers
services
come in written from
from the psychiatric
social worker to the Coordinator
of Volunteers.
These
requests may range from something as simple, but as important,
as friendly
visiting
to volunteers
serving as Case Aides - from helping someone learn
again to shop, take a bus, count money and resocialize,
to volunteers
to
tutor or to teach electronics.
The important thing is that each volunteer
serves in answer to a request for individualized
help which will mean most
during this critical
period of convalescence.
Services have been requeste~
for young and old, mentally ill and mentally retarded.
The Coordinator
is responsible
for recruiting,
screening and matching volunteers
to the~e
requests,
with final assj_gnment being made by the social worker.
In some
cases the social worker may feel that the volunteer
who has been referred
is not suitable
for this client,
but might be just right for another in his
caseload.
Or, he might feel that this volunteer
is not suitable
at all.
In this case the volunteer
is referred
back to the Coordinator
for other
placement,
if possible.
Volunteers send regular written reports to the Volunteer Coordinator,
either
weekly or monthly depending on the assignment.
These are duplicated
for tr..~
social worker and are in addition to any other volu.Dteer reporting
requested
by the social worker in cases where this is appropriate
and necessary.

-11These serve as a record of volun~eer time and services provid~d ·out,
inj;;ortant, as another means of keeping lines of communication open.
reports have proved of value to the professional
and observations
of
unteers are often included in clinic reports.
Reports such as this,
ing Susan, who just turned 12:
"Susan was very withdrawn
her.
She could not exert
for lotto.
Most reading
did learn to match simple
activities.

mo::;-;

These
volrP.g3.rd.-

at first,
letting
Barbara ta.lk and act for
herself even to the point of being the ce.llc:·
readiness acti vi tes were beyond her, but she
shapes, print her name and other simple

"On my third visit Susan began responding verbally much more and
and even initiating
some conversation.
Later she began to try very
hard in all activities.
She listens
and remembers well and by the
fourth visit sang Jack e.nd Jill. 11
Or the very brief but very poignant reports which said, "Billy talked",
or
"Mary and I went to a movie", might speak reams to the social workers responsible for these clients.
In outlying geographical
areas selected social workers serve as liaison
to the volunteer programs and working with the Coordinator,
are responsible
for screening and placement in their own areas.
We underline two things:
the vital importance of the matching process,
volunteer-to-client
and to social worker, for this is integral
to the
success of the project.
Also, that volunteers
can extend the eyes and
ears of the professional
and that through volunteer services individual
needs can be met when and where they will make the most difference.
SECOND: WHATTRAININGIS GIVEN?
Because of the scope and variety of activities,
training
must be given
in a variety of ways. All training
is in addition to the supervision
of the
volunteer by the social worker.
This supervision
varies with the type of
request.
Any worthwhile volunteer activity
must provide opportunity
for
growth a.nd learning in the field.
This has been an important aspect of thic
training
program and the contact with the professional
staff has been of
major importance.~
All volunteers
attend one general orientation
session.
Additional training
is provided through monthly meetings held for all active volunteers
and
conducted by the professional
staff of the Bureau of Social Work or other
professionals
in the field.
These meetings hopefully not only provide a
learning experience but cut down on professional
time needed for su:pervision
of individual
volunteers.
They also enable volunteers
to learn from one
another's
experience.
In addition to monthly meetings, special training
is given in other ways. For example:
l.

~

Case Aides
The social worker making the request arranges for special
training,
such as case visiting
and the inclusion
of the
volunteer in the training
provided for graauate students
in field placement.
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2.

V~lunteers

Working With The Retarded

Field trips to hospitals
for the retarded,
particularly
to Ob5erve their training
programs.
Field trips to cc~munit~ facilities,
such as Exceptional
Children's
Foundation,
the Marianne Frostig School for Educational Therapy, etc.,
Special programs providing opportunities
for volunteers
to
work with persons with special training,
example: the Department of County Parks and Recreation,
Special Services Division, who send a trained staff member each week to work with
our volunteers
and ,groups or retarded children on body coordination.
Volunteers also have the opportunity
to learn
from experienced volunteers,
some with special training.

3.

Volunteers
Field

Working With The Mentally

trips

to the hospitals

Ill

for the mentally

ill.

Opportunities
to work with experienced volunteers.
Monthly meetings and supervision
of the social worker are
most important for volunteers
working on a one-to-one
basis with the mentally ill.

4,

Volunteers Working in Office
Social Work
Training

Units

is given by the Department

of The Bureaus of
for specific

tasks.

In this case also, trained volunteers
have been of great
help.
One volunteer,
a retired
psychiatric
social worker,
has been able to relieve the active staff of some of this
responsibility.
Volunteers have been included in training
sessions for Frunily Caretakers
and in regular in-service
staff training
sessions.
In short, there is not
just one way. The training
is geared to the activity.
Examples of some of the monthly meetings
Subject
Factors
Patient

are:
Speaker

to Consider in
Relationships

Schizophrenia

Miss Rachelle Pinkham,
Supervising Psychiatric
Social Worker
Carl B. Younger, M. D.
Convalescent Leave
Psychiatrist

The Helping Relationship
as It Applies to Authority
and Rivalry

.Miss Marilee Walker
Psychologist,
Research
and Family Therapy

Attitude

Thomas McDermott, M. D .
Psychiatrist,
former
.Medical Director
Resthaven ?sychj .-;,trj ~
Hosrital

Approaches

..

-13Self Help in After

Recovery) Inc.
Panel of patients
former patients.

Care

and

The World Outside (Film)
General concepts of
therapy with emotionally
disturbed
children.

David Horne) Therapist
Frostig School of Educational
Therapy

Who Speaks?

Jessie Rhulman) Ed. D.
Associate Professor
of
Psychology) UCLA

Who Listens?

Meaning of Activity
Therapy

Miss Nancy Jones) orR
Director of Activities
Resthaven Psychiatric
Hospital

in

All speakers have donated their time.
This is only a partial
list)
of course.• However) it serves to point out the opportunities
provided
for learning and increased understanding.
At every meeting time is
allowed for problem sharing and case consultation.
THIRD: HOWEFFECTIVEWERETHESE SERVICES?
Final evaluation
ready evident.
volunteers.
To
volunteers
have
one guide to the

has just begun.
However) certain findings are alQuestionnaires
have been mailed to social workers and to
date 76 social workers from 10 Bureau Offices and 122
responded.
Replies are still
coming in.
These provide
program 1 s effectiveness)
as well as its problems.

Samples of questions
1.

asked of the social

Were volunteers

reliable

workers:

and dependable

in execution

Yes
2.

Did you feel that volunteers
received
clients
and their needs) etc.) prior

65 No 5

sufficient
orientation
to
to the initial
contact?
Yes

3.

64 No 4

In answer to a check list on "How did volunteers
patients?")
a majority checked:
Achieved friendly

of services?

relate

to

relationships.

Were able to reach withdrawn patients.
Were able to work through

4.

Did volunteers

achieve

resistance

of patients.

the Goals set by the social
Yes

52 No

workers

6

'f
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were geared to reach pYoblem areas

5. Did the demands of the volunteer
completion

of other

duties?

such as:

program interfere
with the
No 59 Yes 6

6. If so, was this interference

utlimately
worthwhile in terms of
additional
services to clients?
15 answered 11Yes 11 , although you
will note that only six had said that it did interfere.
This leads
one to believe that time involved may have been greater than the
answers reflected.

Not all questions were answered by all social workers, as some did not apply
to a particular
case.
Space does not ~e:nnit a complete report.
For our
purposes it is enough to know that the overwhelming majority of social
workers utilizing
the pl'ogram felt that the program should be established
on a more per~anent basis - that it did extend the services of the professional
and did open new doors of opportunity
and new relationships
fo!'
the clients being served.
Most of the problem areas arose from difficulticn
in communication, turn-over in professional
personnel and time involved.
Here again the great majority stated that, even with problems, it was
ultimately
worthwhile.
And, what of the volunteers?
Though hours of service and numbers of
volunteers
cannot reflect
the real story in this type of program, you
might be lnterested
to know that last year, from November 1, 1965 to
October 30, 1966, over 9,000 hours of cervice were given by 242 volunteers.
These numbers have continued to grow. To date 122 have already replied
to the volunteer questionnaire.
Of these, 64 have been with this progra.!a
for from one to three years.
These volunteers
serve as a trained corp
to be re-assigned
as needed.
Volunteers come from all ages and all socioeconomic groups.
The utilization
of students,
some working for class credit
but the great majority simply as volunteers because of their interest
in
this type of service,
has been an important part of this program. The
utilization
of special skills is always a very exciting facet of volunteer
participation.
Young teachers,
unable to hold a full-time
position
because of their own families but anxious to utilize
their skills in a
meaningful way, retired psychiatric
social workers, musicians,
speech
therapists,
and others, bring to our clients an unlimited dimension of
service.
Mrs. Tobey will elaborate
on the utilization
of volunteers
with special
skills with the retarded;
Mr. Brook on the participation
by youth.
I
would like to add one other case illustration.
In answer to many requests
for women who need to learn to resocialize,
a group of volunteers
started
the Wednesday Club, meeting weekly.
It is staffed and led entirely
by
volunteers,
with the social workers serving as consultants
when needed. The
club has been in existence for almost two years.
In this case statistics
can help tell the story.
There have been 53 referrals.
Today there are 29 active
members and 29 ina~tive.
To illustrate
the movement out of
the club toward independece, of the active members
9 now have full time employment.
4 are able to stay at home, keeping house for their
families and joining in other community activities.
3 have moved away - but still
correspond with the gro~~2 have withdrawn because of lack of tran'3 ocrta+ :.on cr,d
1 because of physical :~lL1ess .
·-

"'

-151 now goes to school and is also holding a part-time
jol,.
Of the 58 originally
referred,
ten never attended and the
social workers suggested., in their particular
cases, t!m'~
they not be urged to come.
During the past seventeen months,·six
were retu
to the
hospital.
Of these, five have been released and are back
at the club.
The members kept in touch by mail during thei~
hospitalization.
'l'rained volunteers
from this group have started a similar club in another
area.
A pattern easily utilized
by others has been established
with trained
volunteers
to provide guidance for new groups interested
in providing
similar services.
The enthusiasm of the professional
staff is reflected
in the growing numbers of referrals
and requests for similar clubs in othcT.
geographical
areas.
A men's club has a1so been started in conjunction
with County Parlrn and
Recreation.
They have provided staff leadership
and a facility.
We have
provided the volunteers.
Membership is drawn from referrals
from the
Bureau Social Workers.
These groups are in addition to the many one-toone assignments.
Community based, sponsored by two private community agencies, The Volunte'c?r
Bureau and the Welfare Planning Council, and guided by an Advisory Committee
which brings together lay and professional
leaders focused on new ways
of working together,
this program has demonstrated that it takes not one
person but many people - not one agency but many agencies, both public
and private - not just the professional
but, as his partner,
the volunteer
in the community, working together to identify
and help fill gaps in service.
Never to duplicate but, rather,
to open the door to full utilization
of
resources already available.
Thus to enable each person to reach his own
potential
and level of independence,
so that we may rightfully
say that
the hospitalized
patient may "look forward" to life again in the co:-ununity.
"Stumbling blocks" do not become "stepping stones" by magic -- they
do become stepping stones through the creative efforts
of all concerned.
The team of the professional
and the volunteer has no limits in thispotentieJ..
Huxley said;
"The rung of a ladder was never meant to rest upon
but only to hold one's foot enough to enable him to
put the other somewhat higher".
These rungs are forged by our combined efforts,
understanding,
to see the problem and willingness
to do something about it.

ability

TEE USE OF VOLUNTEERS
IN A FOST:3::R
CAREPROGRAM
FOR THE MENI'ALLY
RRI'ARDED
Mrs . Anne Tobey
Southside Bureau of Social Work
Department of Social Welfare
Los Angeles
I would like to report some of my experiences
and observations
in using
volunteer services in a caseload.of mentally retarded children and adults.
The pa.tients being re~ortecl on live in family care .. '1omes which are certified
and supervised by the Bureau of Social Work of the Department of Social
Welfare of the State of California.
I had certified
some of the family care homes in my caseload which meant tha:';
I selected the family caretakers,
saw that agency requirements
for foster
homes were met, and selected those patients
from the state hospitals
for the
retarded whose needs matched what the individual
family caretakers
had to
offer.
Almost all of the patients
had lived in one of the state hospitals
for the ·,:e-"i:.arded for several years.
For example, one mildly retarded fifty-four
year
old man had been hospitalized
since the age of seven.
Towards the end of tl:F..:
time I worked with this particular
caseloa we were placing a few patients
who had spent a few days or months in the hospital.
These, however, were the
exceptions.
The patients
were enormously deprived in almost every sense.
Many years of their lives were bounded by what an institution
could offer.
The most ordinary events of every day life which we take for granted--such
as ..
walking on a city street,
seeing traffi~,
going into a department store,
selecting
one's mm clothing,
eating a meal with only a few other people,
being for a short time at lel:l.st the only person on whom a mother figure
concentrates
her entire attention--had
become aJmost unknm-m to most of our
patients.
Many of the circumstances
of their lives prior to hos pi talizatio:i
were injurious.
P~rental rejection
had been experienced by all the patients.
In addition,
they knew they were different,
not like other people.
Their feeling was if
only they "had behaved better,
not. been bad, had been able to do things like
the other children they would not have been put away." Many of their life
experiences
tended to make them feel somewhat less than human.
The way the patients
felt when I came to the hospital
to pick them up to
take them to their new homes is hard to convey. A young man for exaapl~,
talked to me in serious almost desperate tones conveying his feeling tha.t tM s
represented
his chance to live "on the outside" and he wished to behave
perfectly,
so as to avoid the possibility
of return to the hospital.
Usually
d..irectly and sometimes indirectly
all the patients
expressed an ever present
fear of return to the hospital.
The children wanted to !mow all about their
new mothers and fathers.
They listened
eagerly as if they could not hear
enough when I described the foster parents,
the house and the neighborhood.
The siJn:ple prospect of being able to attend school was a greatly moving
experience to three girls,
the youngest of whom was nine :rears olc1-.
Through our family care program, I could provide the pe.tient with a home in
which resiponsible adults cared for him and care<labout him. However, :;::~rents
do not make up the entire world for children who are not retarded.
The
children find :playmates in the neighhorhood,
go off to school and have c:>ppo:i:-tL'.r..ities in which to meet the human needs for relationsbipi=; and f;~: ac·ci v:Lt.ic,:::.

-17The retarded person has fe .1er avenues to the world and needs help in tat::tng
those steps which develop naturally
in others.
Eyen those family caretakers
who were truly creative in their app1·oach to the people they knew and to resources in the community in o:::-der to meet the patients I needs couJ.d only i:'.o
part of the job.
To add to this, there is an appalling lack of school and
workshop placements.
The girls I mentioned earlier
who were excited about
going to school, are eligible
for special classes in the public school, but
it is now two and one-half years later,
and they have not been admitted ..
0

It is against this background of great need that I looked to the Volunteers
as a possible resource for our patients.
In October, 1964, I began working
with one of the first volunteers
recruited
in a new volunteer program which
had begun in the Bureau of Social Work two months earlier.
In the followin.g
nineteen months in which I continuecl to work with the program, I had direct.
contact with forty-eight
volunteers
who in turn worked with sixty-three
patients
in sixteen family care homes. There were additional
volunteers
u.s>::?c:.;_
in the homes . They were college students 1-rorking in the Red Cross Program.
They were supervised by their coordinator
with whom I conferred,
but I hail.
contact with only a few of the students.
A remark.able continuity
of serv:J~c
was provided during that period as well as afterwards.
All types of serv:i.ee~·used then are continuing at the present time.
Of the sixteen homes in whi~b.
volunteer services were used, service continues in the twelve homes which re-main active with the same Bureau Office.
Three homes are no longer function
ing as family care homes and one has moved to another part of the state.
The Volunteers provided lengthy intensive
services as well as the briefest
of service.
For exanple, a volunteer,
who has a Master's Degree in theeducation of the exceptional
child, worked on a therapeutic
basis with a
thixteen
year old schizophrenic
girl for a period of sixteen months.
The
volunteer saw the child one morning a week in the foster home, took her on
overnight monthly visits
to her home, on outines in the community, worked
with her individually
one morning a week in a small group setting,
helped
interpret
the child's
needs to the foster mother, and helped locate and
confer with a special school which the child attended for a summer session,
In addition,
there were frequent conferences with the social worker, and
the volunteer
contributed
to and benefi tted from the psychiatric
consultatil):1
on the child.
An example of a very brief service was that of a volunteer whc
spent one afternoon teaching two mentally retarded:-• men how to take the
correct buses so that they could travel unaccompanied from their fami.l.y er,_::.,:!
home to meetings of a Freindship Club held in a distant part of the city.
A great variety of services was provided.
The needs of the patients
were so
vast that anything a volunteer had to offer had a need to match it.
The
strengths
and needs of the individual
family caretakers
in relation
to
taking care of the patients
varied greatly,
and this variety also made the
matching process easy.
There was a place for every volunteer referred
to me.
I was even able to use two volunteers
about whom I had question initially
because both seemed mildly depressed and somewhat withdra,-m.
I placed one
in the home of a foster parent who had been a technician
in charge of a ward
at a state hospital
for the retarded for several years.
She is a highly
organized person who provided the volunteer with a structured
work siti..;8::~5.0!'.
The other volunteer also worked in a foster home which provided a stn:C'CU:?'.''•:.::
situation
with a family caretaker who was supportive.
The major deprivation
of the patients
was the need for individualized
huma.11
relationships.
The activities
the volunteers
provided was a means of pro--:•j_dingopportunities
for personal interractj_on.
There is almos+ always more

-18than one patient in a f'arnil;ia.care ho:ne, and there can be a maximum of six,
thus there are are many demands on the foster parent . The volunteer
ca...'1
:pro"'il'idefurther needed individt1al attention
plus an opportunity
for
different
kinds of relationships.
The po.tierits blossomed when they found
someone other than Departmental staff,
family caretakers,
and in some cases
relatives
were interested
in them.
The patients
also need an opportunity
for good peer relationships
and ago5.n
they need more help than non-retarded
pe1·sons in achieving this because of
their limitations
. A means for providing this was seen most clearly in
a weekly school program provided by the volunteers
which I shall mention
in more detail later.
After the program bad been in existence for several
months with each child in a group of twelve receiving
close personal attention from a volunteer assigned to.the child, the first positive
group
interraction
was seen.
The children greeted each other warmly and in other
ways showed evidence of some concern and interest
for another person and
a willing:iess
to share.
All of the patients
had suffered separation
once
or usually many times over from the few people with whom they had an opportunity
to form a relationship.
The volunteers
in this group :iave maj.n••
tained contact with the children anci the children with each other for two
years and nine months.
An unexpected benefit of this bas been the help
provided to children who have been transf~rred
to another foster home, but.
have been able through this grollp to continue to see the adults and children.
with whom they have relationships.
It was particularly
helpful in one
situa.tion when I had to move two girls rather quickly because of the j_l}_:,~s-.-.
of the foster parent and was able to place them uneventfully
in a home whe:r:.::
there were two girls they knew from the group and a foster mother wl::.anth~y
had seen severe.l times before.
As the program developed and volunteers
gained experience in working with
the patients
and gained in understanding
of the agency I s goals, I used the
volunteers r relationships
wi·th the patients
to bring about therapeutic
effects.
For example, a schizophrenic
boy who was greatly attached to his
foster mother whose interest
in him at his particular
level of development
was too pathogically
enveloping was given the opportunity
of spending one
and one-half days a week with a volunteer.
This was pa.rt of the casework
plan to see if the foster mother could tolerate
sharing him and if it was
decided--as
it was-- that the boy had to be transferred
to another home_,
there was an opportunity
for him to see that another mother figure could
care for him. The volunteers
were oriented to expect progress from the
patients.
When the volunteers
communicated to the patients
expectations
of change and progress even of what appeared to be of the minimal sore,
improvement was seen in the patients'
behavior and in their efforts
to
help themselves.
I found that the actual investment I made in time to the program was surprisingly
small in proportion
to the service given to tbe patients
and the
a.id I received in meeting the demands of the caseload.
The volunteer I
mentioned who worked with the schizophrenic
girl, later became a coordj.no;:.:or
for other volunteers
in my caseload and in effect,
worked as a ca.se--aid.e
for me. Usually with me, but sometimes in the later months a.lone, she
accompanied a new volunteer on the initial
visit to a family care hom:::.
She suggested activities
and conferred regularly
with the volunteer who
then worked in the home. In telephone discussions
with her, I was a1:lle
to discuss planning for a number of volunteers
in a number of family ca.re
homes and at the same time to get an up to the minute description
of what
was happening in the homes. In a.ddi tion to telephone and a f:w office
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I had th,:•
benefit of the volunteers'
weekly written repo:::ts.
A description
by the
volunteers
of how the patients
and caretakers
related to them increased.
my understand:i.ng of the individual
patients
and the positives
and negatives
of the particular
family care situation.
I used this information as a basis
for some of my planning for my clients.
I was surprised at how quicl,;:ly and readily the volunteers
were aole to
accept our severely handicapped patients
some of whom are bizarre either
in behavior or appearance or in both.
I think the responsiveness
seen in
the behavior of many mentally retarded persons was a factor.
Another
important factor was :preparation of the volunteer for what to expect and
some explanation
no matter how brief it was or on what level of how we
thought the volunteer might be of help in the situation.
The problems which a.rose ,~re in regard to the relationships
between the
volunteers
and family caretakers.
These problems could be handled) however.
Many family caretakers
resisted
the use of volunteers.
Usually the resistance was shown in passive ways. I found more resistance
in the first homeG
in which I used volunteers
than I did later.
I think this was part1y
because I matched the volunteers
to the homes by giving priority
to homes
where the need was greatest.
'rhus so11e of the first foster parents referred were the least secure and most easily threatened.
Also as time passed,
the volunteers
and I became more sensitive
to the family caretakers
feelings
about them and better able to handle the feelings.
As we. . were ourselves,
more secure about the value of the program, our confidence was communicated
to the foster parents and they had less anxiety.
For the first experience in working with volunteers,
family caretakers
seemed to accept most easily those who had prof~ssional
training
or specia'J.ized experience in working with the retarded.
They also accepted rather
easily the patients
attending established
group activities
run by volunte::-n ..
Focusing discussion
recarding the use of volunteers
in the home on possj_ble
ways volunteers
could supplement services already provided lessened anxiety.
Of greatest
help was being able to involve the foster parent in actual
planning for the use of volunteer services.
For those family caretakers
who were particularly
secure and capable in their mm role, there was no
problem in introducing
volunteers.
With a few, I briefly
explained the
program, and the foster parent and volunteer met together and together
worked out just how the volunteer was to be used.
I found that these
foster parents later wanted my help in emphasizing to the volunteer the
importance of their service to keep up the volunteers'
close interest
or they wanted me to help with minor problems by further interpreting
the patients'
needs to the volunteer.
For the foster parents lac~ing
in security,
the social worker had to increase means for security.
Volunteers were sometimes critical
of the foster parents.
In one situation,
their experience helped point up problems in the home and led to our disco,,•tinuing the use of the home. Discussion of the volunteers'
concerns was
focused on a realistic
appraisal
of what the home had to offer and why
we were using it.
Such discussion
often led to better understanding
of
the individual
situation
with improved efforts
from the volunteer to help
in the area of need as well as irlcreased understanding by the volunteers
of the needs and realities
of foster home programs.
In regard to these problems as well as to the positives
gained from the
program, my close working relationship
with the Director of th, Volunteer
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Program brought a.bout an exchange of ideas but mainly
gether with a reL1fo:..·cel.tlent of ea.ch other I s efforts .

a real

workj_ng to-

There were unexpected side benefits
to the use of volunteers.
The use of
volunteers
had some direct benefits
for the fumily caretakers
and the
parents . The volunteer's
interest
in and. acceptance of ti.1e patients
improve<".
the self-image
of the parents and the family caretakers . The volunteers
al.so
helped point out with more clarity
community needs for the patients,
and •
they provided direction
in meeting these needs.
The volunteer
is seen as a representative
of the community and her approval
of and acceptance of the home brought about improvement in the family caretaker's
feeling a.bout herself
and led to improvement in the quality of
patient
care in the home. The caretakers
who often have little
contact
with one another and are sometimes isolated
in their work and way of life,
need the stimulation
of other people's
intere~t
in them and in the patients
in their ca.re. For example, a foster mother who takes care of four blind
mentally retarded teen-age girls,
two of whom a.re schizophrenic,
tends to
be rigid in her handling of the girls and there was a severe la.ck of
activities
in the home. Initially,
the caretaker
passively
resisted
the
use of volunteers . She interpreted
the use of volunteers
as meaning a.gen~.y
dissatisfaction
with her home. Interpretation
of the program and her knowledge that we do value her work lessened her anxiety.
A college student,
the first
volunteer
to work in the home, admired the family caretaker's
work and communicated this feeling to her.
The foster mother could see that
the volunteer
welcomed information
and advice from her, and sbe llelIJed the
volunteer
understand the patients
so tho.t together they devised activities
for the patients.
The caretaker
relaxed, became involved in carryi.ng out
activities
with the patients
when the volunteer
was not there and the atmosphere of the entire home brightened.
Some pa.rents saw the volunteer's
acceptance of their children as acceptanr.e
of themselves,
which in turn alleviated
their
own anxiety and need to act-out with the patients.
For some parents the fact of volunteers
or 11outsider11
ers
regularly
going into the family care homes and also seeing their
children outside the foster home, cut dovm on their suspicion
of the famil:,.
caretakers
and distrust
of the agency.
Through their contact with the patients,
the volunteers
had an op:portuni t~'
to gain first-hand
knowledge of the problems of meeting the needs of the
retarded
and to become involved in trying to solve the problems.
In the
city of Los Angeles, there is a severe lack of educational
facilities
for
the retarded.
Volunteers
have written letters
to legislators
and other
public officials
about this need.
Because of the la.ck of school facilities,
volunteers
organized an educatior.!al program called Exceptional
Friends,
which meets one day a week at Exposition
Park Club House. We placed in the program children rejected
by the
schools, including
a few the schools refused even to test,
plus a few child-·
ren on the waiting lists
for school placement.
Children responded beyond
our expectations,
and we used information
a.bout actual performance in a
group in applying for school admission.
This program gave us first-hand
experience
in seeing the value and ability
of the severely retarded to ma:~e
use of a learning program.
It also demonstrated that people la.eking formal
training
in education,
including
persons without college training,
could
work effectively
in an activity
and learning program geared to the needs
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of the severely retarded.
Another volunteer group bega..'1 a p:r.ocram la-St
Ji.lly modeled. on this one. This program and other groJ.p and inchviclual
activities
of the volunteers
served an educational function by giving
an actual demonstratj.on of ways in which growth can be fostered.
Cont.a.ct,
with volunteer activies was helpful in orienting new foster parents to
our program.
In work with the severely handicapped, including the retarded,
the cur:ri::;:,t,
focus is towards large numbers living in the community. This means grea:':,·)r
involvement of the professional
and non-professional
community in thinld.ng
creatively
of ways of meeting their needs.
I found the contribution
of
volunteers is of great importance in this involvement.
The patients and
the family care program were new to the volunteers . Their spontaneous
reactions,
freshness of ideas and approach, varied life experience,
knowledge and skills stimulated my thinking and that of the family caretakt::-:··s
and created new ways in which to meet the patients 1 needs.
The same casework principles
apply to effective
use of volunteers as to
other forms of joint effort in social work such as foster home programs.
The caseworker needs to set the stage so that the volunteer sees herself
as a responsible member of the team who receives information and ide~s,
has a job to do with the patients and in turn is expected to contribute
her own thinking and observations
to the others who are working in the
1
patient s behalf.
I do not want to think of how different
things would.
have been for the patients if the volunteers had not been there to help
the family caretakers and myself in that two year period.
LEADERSHIPIS A TWO-EDGED
SWORD
Mr. R. L. Dillard,
Jr.
Vice-President
and General Counsel
Southland Life Insurance Company
Dallas, Texas
The best way in the world to get a commitment from a speaker to appea,:r
on a program like this is to ask him at least two months in adva.11ce. Tb.st
way he is hardly ever able to think of a legitimate
excuse for refusing,
especially
if the request is made by an attractive,
sweet-talld.ng la<:Y
like Eris Loomis. She was most helpful, too, in that she h1:1.d1:1.ready
suggestion for a subject, namely, "Leadership Development as a Two-Edged
Sword" concept--the
need to learn l10'W to be a leader before one can t:r2.i.n
others to become leaders.
For no particular
reason, I began to wonclc:r oliou.t
the expression "a two-edged sword," and as usual I turned to the Dible to
see if there was any reference there to a two-edged sword. The only p1ac ~
I found anything was in the 5th Chapter of Proverbs; but I certainly
do L)t.
apply it lOCP/oto Eris.
It says "For the lips of a strange woman drop as a.
honeycomb and her mouth is smoother than oil; but her end is bitter as
wormwood, sharp as a two-edged sword. 11 I thllnk. it is obvious how I would
apply this scripture
-co this particular
sj_tuation.
Although s:i1e is not a
11
strange woman,11 she did talk me into speaking to you tonight., and. :i: h~1,ve
as wonnwood and sharp as a two-edg8:1
found that the end result is 11bitter
sword."
All the text books on public spealdng say that a. speaker should never, nev-er
apologize in opening a speech.
However, I would be less than frank if I
did not tell you that I know that there are many people in this aud.i.en.ce
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qualified
to speak on this subject tba...'1I.
Youi' workshop
program lists
some of the outstanding
professionals
and volunteers
in the
country as speakers and paneJ.ists--on
discussing
the recruiting
and the care,
feeding and training
of volunteers.
I know I am speaking to the experts,
which rem:i.nds me of the story about the old gentleman who loved to tell anyone who would listen about his experience
in the Jobnstmm Flood.
He died
and went to Heaven, and when St. Peter asked him what he most liked to do,
he asked for an audience and an opportunity
to tell of his experiences
in the Johnstown Flood.
Just before he was to speak, St. Peter whispered.
in his ear, "I think it is only fair to warn you that Noah is in the audience."
Although there are many facets to leadership
develop.]lent, I am going to talk
about only two edges of this multi-edged
sword, namely (1) the leader's
obligation
to train for his role, and (2) the leader's
obligation
to bring
others with leadership
qualities
into the particular
program in which he
is providing leadership
and to help in training
new leaders.
Everywhere you turn today, you meet the demand for leadership--more
leadership
better
leadership--and
a multitude
of other forms and facets of leadership.
The demand extends into every area of human activity--business,
the church,
social clubs, social welfare,
and even in the world of sports and recreation.
Not long ago I was riding the subway in New York, and saw a sign reading,
"The
cost of leadership
is going up." Who better
than this audience could attest
to this fact.
The cost of leadership
includes the cost of training
leaders,
both on a broad national
scale in our educational
institutions
and in the more
specific
areas of voluntary health and welfare organizations
in which all of
us here are interested.
The cost is measured not only in terms of dollars,
but in terms of time and human energ,J.
You may wonder as I did why the cost
of leadership
is going up. It is simply the ancient econimic law of supply
e.nd demand.. The supply is short and the demand is great.
This is true in -:-he
field of social welfare just as it is true in business and professional
life.
When we say leader·s are obligated
to train for their role, what do we mean?
As you well know, it depends in a large measure on the type of position
in
which the leader is placed.
A director
of an agency will need to know a great
deal about the over-all
operations
of the agency, ti1e structure
of the agency,
its long and short range goals, its principal
personnell
and other information
of a general nature that will enable the director
to make basic policy decisions--always
with the counsel and help of the agency's professional
staff.
On
the other hand, the volunteer
working with children
and youth will need specialized training
in specific
skills.
It is, of course, important for the leafuto have a good working knowledge of the agency and of the specific
skills
necessary to his position,
but it is even more important for the leader to be
aware of leadership
functions.
These are many and may be inherent
qualities
in the person selected
for a leadership
role, but they are also g_uali ties th;:rc
can be acquired through the training
process.
A recent

issue

of a church magazine

listed

a few of these

functions

as:

"A _leader is sensitive
to how others ... think ana feel.
He listens
to
ideas, opinions and feelings.
He is a good listener."
As Witter Bynner
"A leader is best when people barely know that he exists."

1.

their
says,

2. He "contributes
his own ideas,
at a time when his ideas or bis feelings
to the life of the group."

opinions and feelings,
yet he does so
are appropriate
and w-111 contribute
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3.

He "encourages

contribution·.

others

by seel:ing

ways to help ms.ke their

11

4.

He "works to reconcile
opJJosing points of view. 11 But not just
to enforce conformity but to seek a basis for worldng together.

5. He "endeavors to facilitate
goals

communication

among" people.

6. He "seeks to improve his own participation"

in advancing

the

of the agency.

In a recent speech to the Texas Municipal League, Congressman Jim Wright
mentions three basic responsibilities
of a public official
are (1) accesThese basics can be applied
• sibility,
(2) leadership,
and (3) integrity.
to any one plac.e·d ·in a position of leadership.
Specifically
on "leadership"
Congressman Wright ~ays:
"with accessibility,
don't become a mere servant-•an echo of what you hear.
You can't become a leader by being a carbon copy
or making consensus decisions.
A leader is one, who, having had a vision,
is able to persuade people to follow him in pursuing it."
I might add
parenthetically
that knowledge acg_uired from training
and from study of th~
agency, its purposes and goals, makes the vision more perceptible.
One edge of the two-edged sword concept of leadership
development, then,
is the need to learn how to be a leader--you
have learned this or you
wouldn't be here.
The other edge of this
to become leaders.
Walter

Lippmann, writing

sword is for the leader
under the title

to recruit

"Roosevelt

and train

others

is Gone", said:

"The final test of a leader is that he leaves behind him in other men the
conviction and the will to carry on ... .'rhe genius c,f a good leader is to
leave behind him a situation
which cor.unon sense, without the grace of
genius, can deal with EJUccessfully."
From my introduction
you are aware of my long time association
with the Camp
Fire Girls, and people freg_uently ask me if I became a "Camp Fire Girl"
because my daughters were in the program.
I tell them "No, I'm in the
program because one of the great Camp Fire volunteers
of all time, Felix
Harris, asked me to take a position
in Camp Fire to do a specific
job
which he thought fitted my meager talents.
(Confidentially,
one of my
daughters was a Girl Scout majnly because some volunteer
failed to recruit
a leader to take a Camp Fire group.)
I very seldom mention Felix Harris
in a Camp Fire group that someone doesn't say to me that Felix also
brought them into the program--usually
it's
a volunteer but occasionally
it's a professional.
I take my hat off to the dedicated self-sacrificing
and talented
professional,
but you know as well as I do that in most
instances
it takes a volunteer to recruit
another volunteer.
We made some surveys in Camp Fire to see why our Council membership had not
kept pace with the population
growth.
Promine:i.t among the reasons given
for failu:?.'.'e to increase membership was "lack of leadership''--not
ineffective leadership,
but no leadership
at all.
On the other hand, in those
Councils showing increases
in membership, one of the reasons given was the
strength of the leadership
and a good training
program.
When we looked
at the fastest
growing Council, Seattle-King
County Washington,-. we found.
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recruitment
and training
of an informed Board of Directors,
(2) thought~ul
training
opportunities
at all levels.
"Repeat them over and over again."
(3) staff leadership--give
them supervision
and training.
But the training
program and the staff are useless without the peop+e--the volunteers--the
other edge of the two-edged leadership
development sword--"the others
who can be trained to become lea._ders." I know you will pardon anothe:r·
Camp Fire reference.
My dear friend, Leah Koester, a past President
of
Camp Fire, gave me authority
last week to quote from one of her speeches
which illustrates
the importance of people with qualities
of leadership:
"An Organization
places its trust where the trust MUSTbe placed--and
that
is in the spirit,
the talent,
and the intelligence
of its members ... The
dynamic quality of any organization
comes from its people--not
from its
fine buildings,
or equipment.
It is the PEOPLEof the organization
that
make it a living and effective
force in the community; and, given a good
structure
within which to serve, this 'human organization'
can meet any
challenge."

As Lady Godiva said,
me to my clothers."

when she neared the end of her ride,

"This brings
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Mrs. Eva Schindler-RainmanJ
Ph.D.
Consultant on Personnel and Training
Los Angeles) California
"So now;" says the first character,
"I know everything anyone knows from
beginning to end, from the start to the closeJ because 'Z' is as far as the
alphabet goes."
Eis friendresponds,
"You can stop, if you want with 'Z',
but not me. You' 11 be sort of surprised what there is to be found once you
go beyond 'Z' and start pcking around.
I'd like to suggest that what we
need to do today is to go beyond 'Z' and start poking around."
That
delightful
paragraph came fron ON BEYOHD
THE ZEBRA, a Doctor Seuss book.
And start poking around we must to find new, exciting and more expanding
opportunities
for volunteers,
and for agencies utilizing
volunteers,
as
well as for agencies not yet utilizing
the volunteer's
talent,
resources;
services,
skills and manpower.
Let's look at the title
of this paper for just a minute:
Creative meP.p,
new, innovative,
free and imaginative,
perhaps not tried before; Developmen~~:
not yet arrived at, possible of growing, yet to be, an unending process;
Volunteer is the person who gives of himself, his talents,
and his resources
freely and without any monetary compensation; Manpower is the power of men,
women, and children to do constructively,
the power of a nation to produce
for itself
and others, and perhaps this is the greatest wealth we really
possess.
Therefore,
let us look at the creative development of volunteer
manpower as our opportunity
to use a new set of thoughts,
ideas, and even
perhaps look through a new set of g:asses to project how volunteers
can and
will extend child welfare and other services in the not too distant future.
We have long operated under the following
volunteer world.
They are as follows:

assOmption in relation

to the

1.

That serving one I s fellow man and one's community freely,
and without monetary renumeration,
is part of the Judean-Christian
ethic
and a part of the philosophy of the United States of America.

2.

That since the beginning of this country, the participation
and
contribution
of volunteers
and voluntary agencies have been the
very fibers that wove this democracy into its unique pattern.
In 1831 Alexis de Toc~ueville
crune to America and as a result
of his visit wrote a number of books.
He became particularly
interested
in a new phenomenon - a society permeated by a
veritable
jungle of voluntary associations.
He wrote, "In no
other country has the principle
of associations
been more inspiringly
applied to a multiple of cifferent
subjects than in
America."
In a Life magazine (1967) an article
by Daniel Bell
entitled,
"Toward A Communal Society,
he says; "It's the extended network of voluntary associations
which has been the source
of so much independent initiative
in politics
and in the social
life in the United States. 11 So in 1840 and in 1967 voluntary
associations
are still
considered a terribly
important part
of the backbone of our country.
11

3.

That from certain
se;sraents of our population
comes the ·,olunteE:x- .
He must have the time, the money, and preferably
the the "know hOi/:
to serve.
(Usually this meant that the volunteer
turned out to b-?
white, Anglo Saxon, Protestant
and usually a woman of means.)

4.

That everyone has lea:cned the importance of giving one one 1 s sc .lf :•
one's talents,
and one's services,
and sometimes of one 1 s money
because this value is taught to our citizens
at home, in school,
in church, and in youth organizations.

5. That volunteers

can be of help only in certain

selected

places

and

jobs.
If we really want to open up the volunteer
world, I'd like
set of assumptions,
anci. we need them. These might include

to propose a n_":~'.
the following:

1.

That giving of one's self to another is a need all people have but
one that does not necessarily
get satisfied.
In worki.ng in povert.)·
areas, we often hear:
"Gee, you I re asking me to do something no'bo<:'.y
has ever asked me before."

2.

That voluntary
important part

3.

That anyone, regardless
of education,
economj,c status,
re_c~, religio:· ..,,
or experience background can and will volunteer
if given the oppor-tuni ty to do so. There is the story of someone in a :poverty area,
who at the present is volunteering
at a hospital.
She also got
a paid job recently
and said to her employer, "Well, I'll
tell
you what-I'll
take that job, but on Thursdays I go to General
Hos:pi tal and volunteer·, 11 "Well," said the employer, "thr..t. 1 s a who]'-::
day out."
And she saia., "Well, I'm sorry but I'm not givj_ng u:9 m:volunteer
job . " So she works on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesday, ai:irl
Fridays,
and some extra hours; but she· s volunteering
on Thursrla:,rc .
We have much too long limited ourselves by thinking tllat only
certain
kinds of people can volunteer,
that they've got to come in
certain
shapes, and sizes.
Anyone can volunteert

service is more needed than ever and is still
of the workinr;s of this democratic society.

an all

4. That vast voluntary

manpower resources
have not been tapped bec~use
of the stereotypes
and narrow assumptions under which we have
operated.
In fact, we have just been boxed in.
In our country
we have not offered eq_ual opportunities
to volunteers . For e:x2..>r.ple
.'
we say, "Oh no, you know we can't ask her, she works full time."
When this happens to me, I say, "Why don't you ask me and let me
determine how I'm going to spend my time·: Why do you determin,:;
it for me?" Busy people are often the ones who like to do more.

5.

That not all persons in the United States a.re aware of their vol-·
unteer responsibili
tie:s and opportunit-ies,
or the vast number
of volunteer
ha.ppenings in which they could participate.

6 • 'rhat voluntee:cs can be ycung,
as well as women.

7,

young adults,

'.i:hat in order to ext.end social services,
"be tap:?ed. in new and vast ways.

senior

voluntary

citizens,

men

manpower rr.ust
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That the need to work (or the neec. to do something
is one that is often not met.

worth while)

9. That volunteers

can do a vast variety
of tasks) provided
the help they need to learn before and during the job.

What are some of the conditions
that are affecting
the volunteer
this time) and that we need to look at to mal<.ethese assUlliptions
Here are a few of them:

they get
world at
seem real?

1.

There is the cha.Ylging employment picture in our country.
There is
not only early retirement
but there are also increasingly
fewer jobs.
People will be making more job changes.
It has recently been estimated that our children will have as many as seven job changes during
their lifetime.
This is quite a lot more than some of us have had.
More women are working.
There are more persons becoming aware that
the employment period during their lifetime
may be shortend a good
deal.
The manpower picture is also changing because the para-professional
has entered the field.
We have found in the South Central
Volunteer Bureau that a lot c-f' people who have never worl<.ed at all
are finding volunteering
a good stepping stone to some of these paraprofessional
jobs) and this is a fine way to prepare them for paid
work.

2.

There is increased nonwork time)
not really be leisure.

not leisure

time)

because

it may

3. Another thing that

is affecting
the volunteer
picture is the socia~
and civil rights revolution
through which we are living.
Recent
~~~gislation such as) the Economic Opportunity Act) the new Education
legislation
and the Manpower Development and 'rraining Act have had
and are having great affect on our social institutions.
For example)
we are forced to look at whether or not we are really serving the
clients
we say we serve.

4. Changing institutions

are also affecting
the volunteer
world.
Increasing innovations
in public agencies are evident.
This may be in
part because they have more money for the explicit
purpose of
experimentation
to cause changes.
Also) private agencies on a large
scale are increasingly
financed by both private and public monies.
There are agencies like some of the youth serving agencies which are
now saying) 11For years we've served all youth) or we've served all
boys J and in looldng at this a little
bit closer that isn't what
we've been doing; we've been serving selected boys and girls whose
parents were willing to volunteer
as leaders.
We need to revamp our
program to find ways to better
serve bc~·s, girls)
and adults,
even
when parent manpower is not easily available."

5 . Another thing that

affects
volunteering
is the quest for identity.
The whole question of who am I in this mass world, where I have a
number and nobody seems to care very much, where everything
is crowded from the elevators
to airports.
The question is where can I go
and where can I belong -- and get a sense of identity?
The late
Martin Buber put it so beautifully
when he said) "One of the ways
we get a feeling about ourselves
is through the eyes of another
person."
Where do people have an opportunity
to do this in some of
our neighborhoods and some of our cities?
Where do the followj_ng
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the need not to be a number, but an individual
find value in life,
in a changing world - even
world? A recent cover of TIME Magazine asked,
many persons are wondering whether or not they
kinds of things their fore-fathers
taught them.

to be recognizeQ,
person, the need to
a changing religious
"Is God Dead? Surely
can believe in the

6. The family picture

is certainly
changing.
It has become rather
•
for a family not to see one another too often.
Instead,
the ice box door serves as a communication bulleti~
board for family
members. Eventually maybe the family neets over the weekend. Q.utte
aside from the above, there are more divorces, more single parent
families,
earlier marriages,
earlier
children,
therefore
parents
are free sooner of young children.
There are also role changes
taking place in many communities . For example, when husbands are not
working and wives with marketable skills are working, and while the
wife works father takes care of the children and the house.
COI11Il:bn

I

)
i

I
\

How then can we develop volunteer o~portunities?
Here a.re a
variety of suggestions:
1. We could survey our organizations
and
agencies to see what needs they could meet, or additional
services
they could give that they are not now giving.
This, however, is not
enough. We found in t~irteen
neighborhoods in Los Angeles that one
of the best ways to find out what kind of needs there are is to get
the neighbors together and say to them, "What are some of the things
in your community that bug you?" List them all, and ask them, "What
are some problems that you would like to work on? The neighbors
did a better job of sorting out problems than any sociological
survey
that was made in the neighborhood.
With these discoveries,
it was
possible to give agencies in the neighborhood ideas for extending
their services.
For example, through the League of WomenVoters,
a delegation went to the city council to ask for new street lights.
2. What else do we need to do? Work with the professional
staff
and potential
volunteers
so that they will have a hand in developing
plans for new and different
utilization
of volunteer manpower. Many
professional
staff need in-service
training
to become less threat~na.
by and more skilled in working with volunteers.
Perhap such training could involve from its inception both staff and volunteers.
Training people together works better because somehow persons get
to know each other as human beings with a variety of resources,
skills,
interests
and knowledge.

3. There is a need to develop meaningful jobs that will extend
agencies'
services.
This includes on the spot detection,
selection,
placement, and training
processes that meet the volunteer's
need,
interests
and time availability.

4. There is need for much more flexible training.
Much of the
training
now being done through agencies could be improved so that
plans to meet the peoples ' need could be developed.
There is the
11
example of the young group leader who said:
Now, I want to tell
you something, I don't care about the history of this organization.
I don't care where their headquarters
a.re. Just tell me what I need
to know on Monday afternoon to Ceal with those monsters . 11 We need
to develop an attitutde
that says move right in, rather than - start
here and maybe you'll move up the line.
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some new volunteer
jobs?
Volunteers
are worJ~•ing in schools all over the country.
Here volunteers
extend the worlc of
teachers.
Public Wel,f?,re Departments
are certainly
using volunteers
all over the
nation.
One very interesting
example is in Salt Lake City.
Volunteers
a,e
being used by the welfare department
to be 11 housing finders . 11 That i? th-2,:;e
are volunteers
w~o are willing
to find houses for peapJ.ewho are on welfare.
In Los Angeles,
there are "fostar
~,a.me finders . 11 They find foster
homes anc1
foster
parents
for children
needing this kind of placement.
• Youth Employruent Recruiters
are volunteers
who are extending
the work
of the professional
employment person in the State Department of Employm'::'nt.
They are finding
young people on the street
corners and letting
the:n know
that job opportunities
are available.
It works better
to recruit
your
neighbors,
and neighborhood
volunteers
do a much better
job than somebody
swooping in from outside the neighborhood
and saying, 11I 1 m here to do good
and want to recruit
you."
11
olders 11 and 11olders 11 tutorCrossa.ge Tutoring with 11youngers 11 tutoring
ing young adults is another volunteer
service
trend.
There are a v;hole
series
of programs going on across the country in which volunteers
are
tutoring.
The most important
thing here is the willingness
to help soirebc(:.y,
and then learning
how to build a helping relationship
with the "tutee. 11

Street
Crossers
- In case you have not heard of·.-voll.:.!lteer street
crossers
we have them~ In fact we have one on the cover of our latest
publication.
These are people who are helping :kids crt':ss clangf'.cous strer·..;s
crossing
guards are not available.
where there are no stop signs and official
Emissaries
of culture
are volunteers
children,
and sometimes adults,
about the
syr.1phonies, or plays so that the youngst~r
will know something about that which he is

Hho are going to schools to tell
coming cultural
events,
lil::e o:pzras,
or adult who goes to that event
about to see.

Cottage Parent Aides in child welfare services
are volunteers
who e-x.tend
the work of the cottage
parents . Head Start volunteers,
recreation
aic 1.ec,
library
aides are also all rieW volunteer
positions
. There are voluntP.:;rs wb0
are extending
the work of the library
in cities
and in schools by checking
out books and taking them to kids, instead
of saying to the kids you must
come and use the library.
They get kids interested
in books and eventt:2,J.ly
get them to come and use the library.
"Pediatric
Department. Connec~ors" are people who volunteer
at a General
Hospital.
They are working as links between the pby~ician
and the pati$nt
and they translate
the physician I s directions
to the patients
. Some work
in a project
in which the pediatrician
is trying to teach parents
how to
keep children
from getting
anemia because it ·has been found that many of
the children
have simple anemia and the parents
do not know enoug:~ ci,1.-,out
diet to help this situation.
So the "connectors"
counsel with the ps.re,1ts.

,.

Social Hor!~ M.des - Young people who a.re going with the social wcr:.s:ers
to interview
prospccti ve adoptive parents
- that is parents
who woul.d. lil~e
to adopt children . The volunteers
often play with the other children
while
the social worker talks to the f8.Illily.
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"hair fixers"
- the volunteers
who are helping widowed men with children.
They help conb hair and dress little
girls to get them ready for school every
morning.
In conclusion,
we have been talking about "Creative Development of Volunteer
Manpower." This development involves change, change on the part of agency
administration,
change on the part of each one of the persons now in the
agency.
With movement toward change comes resistance
to change and the need
to analyze ways to decrease that resistance.
This will take courage to persist,
willingness
to take risks,
innovation
and imagination.
It will take a creative
attitutde
which says, "Any problem can be solved in
many different
ways"; faith that people with and without experience,
with or
without degrees, maKe an important contribution
to our society and its . ---';;·,.·.-.-:\.
services . And it will take an open mind that says:
Let's try, let's
experir:ent,
let's
change, and go new places with new volunteer
faces!

..
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Mrs. Catherine Healey
Mrs. Carmen Donaldson, Co-Directors
of the ColJjJllunityVolqnteer. Service
Social Welfare Pia.oning Counqil•
New Orleans, Louisiana
Jack Stretch, Research Ccnsu.J..ta.nt
Social Welfare Planning Council
New Orleans, Louisiana
Overview Of The Paper
Increased demands for volunteer services has stimulated leaders in the volunteer service field to seek new and challenging approaches to meet expnndins
agency volunteer needs. A pioneer Volunteer Service Bureau in New Orleans
is currently exploring through a practice research Demonstration Project,
sponsored by the Junior League of New Orleans, Inc. the possibility
of using
Volunteer Groups to meet these growing demands . This Demonstration j_s
testing whether information gained from working with individual
volunteers
has relevance and application
to working with volunteer service groups in
meeting agency needs.
The three year Demonstration is developing new
knowledge, procedures and standards of volunteer group-agency practices
to
insure maximum satisfaction
for volunteer groups and maximum service for
agencies . Implication~
for present and future volunteer practice a,nd
standards a,re discussed with special emphasis on the use of research
consulation
in charting effective
methods to provide generalized
knowledge
1
for meeting agency needs through group volunteer services.
Introduction
Community Volunteer Service of the Social Welfare Planning Council as the
Central Volunteer B~~eau of the Greater New Orleans.Area has traditionally
served as a coordina:ting agency between health and welfare agencies who
needed volunteers and volunteers who wished to give their services to
these agencies.
CVS developed standards based on accumulated knowledge
about individual
volunteers in the most efficient
and effective
use of
individual
volunteers.
In 1957 these standards were review~d, ref.:i.ned
and formally set dovm in. a bo;0klet called 11Guidelines".
This booklet was
•
revised and updated in 19~4.
Although CBS has always worked with volunteer service groups·, because of
lack of resources (ma.inly time and money) staff has not been able to
formulate generalized
knowledge upon which to base standards for the most
efficient
and effective
use of volunteer service groups.
In order to rreet
this gap in a critical
and growing area of volunteer service,
a three year
CVS Demonstration was designed to provide the time necessary for CVS staff
to work intensively
with both volunteer service groups and agencies.
The
Demonstration's
major hypothesis was that adequate consultation
to agencies
and volunteer service groups will result in group volunteer projects which
both meet community need and the service need of the voluntee:·: grou:i;,.

Activities

With.Volunteer
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At the onset of the Demonstration, there were few qualifications
for a. club
to meet in order for them to work effectively with CVS. In the past) CVS
.minimumlyassisted any group which contacted the office for a volunteer
assignment.
In most cases this was accomplished by a telephone call, with
little
time for thoughtful planning, either with the group or the agency.
The Demonstration developed a set of procedures for intensive professional
consu1tation which identified both agency and group resources and needs.
This professional consultation process of fitting needs and resources of
the agency With the needs and resources of the group has resulted in better
planning for both and consequently more effective use of volunteer services.
A consultation usually consists of many contacts with the agency and the
group and varies in length of time and content covered. Some consultation
contacts were by telephone, others were by personal conference.
A po.rtially
standardized plan for consultation was developed which reflected the stage
through which both a group and an agency were thought to progress before
a final workable ~lan was approved by CVS. These stages were Negotiation,
Commitment, Aligmnent, and Evaluation.. A form was developed which enables
the Director to keep track of these stages and the amount of time spent by
the Director in each stage.
Standards For Volunteer Service Groups
Before the Demonstration, CVSworked with any group that called us. Often
this was on a "crisis" or last minute basis "to get a project for tonight's
meeting."
In many cases this was done via telephone, with little
time for
thoughtful planning w1th the group. In the beginning of the Demonstration
basic standards were adopted before beginning the interviewing of groups for
the Demonstration. These standards have continued to be used by the Director
for. screening l)Urposes during the life of the Demonstration.
In ·order for
a grou:P to participate
in the Demonstration, the standards state the group
•
must be a structured group of at least t.en persons, 75'/oof which is ~
continuous.
The group must be at 1east one year old, with a stated :9urJ;>Of;le
of community service, responsible leadership, a willingness to plan with
CVSfor comm.unityservice, a willingness to participate
in consultation
necessary to plan community service, sufficient
resources necessary to meet
needs of the project, and a willingness to accept one project with one
groups accepted into the Demonstagency for one program year. All thirty
ration have met these standards .
Procedures Developed For Processing A Volunteer Service Group
At the beginning of the Demonstration there
for processing a volunteer service group.
discussed above, procedures for processing
to screening groups for the Demonstration.
steps.

were no "agreed on" procedures
in the case of stande.rdG
a group were developed prior
This procedure involves seven

As

The first step is a telel)hone call initiated
to discuss possible projects.

by

the group or CVS1

Step two is a conference between CVSand leadership of the group
( usually the president and service chairman) to establish a working
relationship
and to share information regarding interest and resources

,
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Step three is a meeting between the leadership of the group and the
general membership to give the group information regarding community
needs and to gain information as to the interest of the group and the
amount of time, money, or materials the group has to give.
Step four is a second conference betw en CVSand the leadership of
the grou:P to work toward an alignment 2 based on information about the
group and to give the group two or three specific project suggestions.
The fifth step is a second meeting between the leadership and the
general membership of the group, at which time the project suggestions
are presented, discussed and a definite commitment is reached by the
group regarding one project.
Step six is a telephone
group's decision.

call from the grou:P to CVSto advise of the

The seventh and final step is a referral telephone call from CVS
to the agency, completing the alignment between the group resources
_and the agency needs.
Experience so far with thirty groups who have adopted projects in the
Demonstration shows a. variable number of contacts between CVSand the
group leadership is necessary before a workable plan is made between the
group and the agency. The willingness of the group to spend time in the
planning stages of a project is the most important consideration for
deciding group participation
in the Demonstration.
The minimum number of
contacts necessary to complete the planning process is three telephone
calls and two office conferences as stated .above in the basic steps of
the process.
Groups who have worked closely with CVSbefore can be
processed with the minim.umnumber of contacts.
However, experience has
shown that groups new to CVS require more than the minimum number of
contacts.
Standards Of An Agency Volunteer Program

•

CVSis committed to the principle that strong agency volunteer programs
are necessary in order that the needs of the agency will be met to the
utmost and that the group working with the agency will receive highest
satisfaction.
In order to insure this goal, an agency must have executive
supl)Ort of the V9lunteer Program. There must also be one staff person
designated as the Director of Volunteer Services and responsible for the
direction of the volunteer program. It is because of the full support of
the agency executive that the Director of Volunteer Services is able to
res~pnsibly conduct an effective volunteer program. Therefore, to gain
not only the support but the full sanction of agency executives to the
Demonstration, CVSinforme~ them of the potential values of the Demonstration to their agency. However, in order to make this l)Otential value a
reality to the agencies, several con-current steps had to be taken with
the Director of Volunteer Services.
Stimulating the interest of Directors
of Volunteer Services by providing both theory and practice knowledge on
how to work with volunteer groups has taken priority throughout the
Demonstration.
Thi~ was accom~lished through conferences,meetings,
and
individual. consultations
with the goal being to initiate
and-expand when
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for the Directors of Volunteer Services was planned for the first year
of the Demonstration. This workshop, conducted by a qualified professor
of the Tulane School of Social Work, had as its purpose to acquaint the
Directors with the eynamics of group behavior and to help them feel more
comfortable in working with.groups.
Standards Developed For An Agency Request
Prior to the Demonstration, CVSa~epted requests from agencies for the
services of volunteer groups if tae agency had an established volunteer
program and a staff person with dehignated responsibility
for the program.
An examination of the existing agehcy requests for volunteer group service
on file in the CVSoffice at the dnset of the Demonstration revealed that
the number and variety of the project requests was far from sufficient
to
meet the interest of' the volunteer service groups . These requests, in
general, lacked program consistency.
In view of the finding of this
examination, a method had to be developed which would guarantee program
consistency in the agency and which would reflect a plan for agency
program containing the basic elements of orientation,
training,
supervision, evaluation and recognition.
It was further decided that only long
term (nine months or more) project requests would be accepted for the
Demonstration.
These standards enabled the Director to-decide which
project requests should be accepted into the Demonstration.
Procedure For Processing An Agency Request
CVShas traditionally
required agencies to fill out a project request
form for group volunteer services.
However, the project requests were
rarely discussed prior to submission, and seldom were they reviewed in
consultation between CVSand the agency.
In order to develop the kind of requests needed to meet the standards set
by the Demonstration, it was found necessary for the Director to reach
out to the agencies.
The Demonstration Director, therefore, went to the
agencies and met with the Director of Volunteer Services to review the
existing requests-on file.
In this examination, it was usually found
that the service needs of the agency had changed, so that it was necessary
for the Projects Director to assist the Director of Volunteer Services
in writing a description of the current needs. In carrying out this
process, the following procedure was worked out:
The first step in this procedure is a conference between the Director
and the Agency Director of Voltmteer Services to discuss needs of the
agency and to formulate requests.
The second step is for the Director of Volunteer Services to discuss each
need with the staff person who will be supervising the project in order
to write a description of the project using the CVSAgency Request Form.
Step number three is the submission o:f' the project request to CVS. The
Director will then review the request to determine if the request meets
standards set for the Demonstration and is properly completed.
The fourth step involves a conference between the Project
the Director of Volunteer Services to advise that project

Director and
request meets

..
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for the Demonstration.
If it does not mee-t t.b.e
standards or is found inappropriate
{less than nine ·IIlOnths)· t~~ Depion.stra:tion
Director will. work with the Directo:i;• of Volunteer Services to· redes~.gn. the
request, using as many conferences as is necessary to prqd.0:ce ·pro.ject
requ~st, wbiee, meets: standards .. ..;·As· a. result .of the' experf~J;!1e:cf tlie Demonsti·ation Director with thirty agencies, this procedure haf"q~en partially
standardized
and incorporated
into the CVSAgency Request Form.

a

Forms Developed Through The Demonstration
Over the yea.rs, CVS ha.d developed a. simple form for agencies to use in describing a. project reauest for group services,
a.nd,.a.simple form to be used
by CVS when interviewing
a group. Both were founc:f·td ·'b'e·.inadequate for
giving the kind of information needed to plan a souncl. vol.unteer service
with a group or an agency.
, ,;"ji:i'- ·,/:
•

■

•

■
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\

•

The Demonstration indicated the need for two basic typer{ 'cit information.
Information on resources and, needs of both the agencies and· ..groups, and infox:nation about theDirector 1 s activities
in two areas:
first,
her activities
in
the various stages which result in an alignment of an agency.~d
a group
around an approrpiate
project request, a.nd second, her activit:(es
with
the Volunteer Services Consultant,
the Research Consultant,
and.the :?rofessional Advisory Committee. To secure this information,
four forms were
develo:Ped through the Demonstration,
which a.re the CVSAgency Request Form,
the Group Information Form, a Consultant's
~ctivities
Form and a Demonstrat-~
ion Consultation
Form.
Pretesting
and continued use of these forms has
resulted in ·some minor revisions . However; on the whole the forms have
prov~n to be flexible,
yet specific enough to yield the desired informationo
In the case of both the Agency Request Form and the Group Information Form,
in order for the forms to be properly completed so as to secure the kind of
information necessary to meet the standards for the Demonstration,
the
Direc·tor bas bad to complete these in :Personal. conferences with both the
agency and the group, using the procedures previously described.
This is
usually a deta.iled and thus t:tme consuming procedure, but it is basic and
necessary in order to secure the needed information and to develop the
type and variety of requests required by volunteer service groups.
Activities

With The Advisory

Committee

CVSby its very nature supports the concept of meaningful citizen participation in volunteer activities.
It, therefore,
followed that an Advisory
Committee was planned for the Demonstration composed of six citizen leaders
from three groups particularly
interested
in the success of the Demonstr~tion.
These three groups were the Junior League of New Orleans, Inc . , the funding
agent, the CVS Planning Committee and the Inter Organization Council, an
assembly of volunteer service groups . The general pur:pose of the Advisory
Committee was to support the Demonstration by reacting to the Demonstration
as it develo:ped, and to assistthe
staff with interpretation
of the findings
and to recommend, when appropriate,
the results to the community at large.
Experience with the Committee has sho'\tm it to be helpful in the above s-t,o.ted
areas . It has also :provided support and stimila.tion
for new ideas throughout the Demonstration.
Activities

With Consultants

Prior to this Demonstration, CVS has never formal:cy made use of consultants.
In tb.:i.s project,
consultants
were used by the Director in two ·.:1~r.eas:
volur.·~eer SEi.--vices and research methods. T~e Vol~mteer Ser-.:~ (:•;s Con6r-ltent

provide~ the Dire~tor with specialized knovieclgi cleri1:ed from over twent~·
years of ptofessional experience with individual volunteers; and the neqessary agency planning for the most effective use of their services . The
Research Consultant provided the Director with specialized research methodology which ass~her
in defining the conceptualization of the project, in
designing its structure and in developing forms to provide her with necessary data and to keep track of her major activities . The Director In6.d.e
maximumuse of both consultants in the early design stages of the Demonstration and a.t various times when she wished to have an outside opinion not
influenced by the day to dS¥practice of the Demonstration.
Implications

Of The Demonstration For Practice

As a result of the Demonstration exp~rience so far, certain basic conclusions
have been reached by the Director.
First and foremost we have found
that comnunity needs (not only service but also monetary) can be met effectively by volunteer groups if professional consultation guides the
process.
The use of consultants for a Demonstration Project of' this nature reaps
dividends by proVid:Lng.the Director with a base of knowledge to start
from and an objective look at what is happening a.long the way.
The Director has come more and more to be convinced that there 1s a general
theory underlying sound volunteer planning which is equally applicable to
individual volunteers and groups of volunteers.
Further, she is convinced
that this theory dictates pa.ractices which, when followed, will result in
a high degree of service for the agency and a high degree of satisfaction
fo::the volunteer.
Finally, the cummulative experience.of' the Demonstration would suggest that
we in the volunteer protessional field have not only an opportunity but a
basic commitment to generate_professional
knowledge to best serve the community we live in.
Footnotes
l

In cases of active recruitment by CVS.

2»ringing together
intervention.

group resources a.nd community needs through prof'essi"onal·.
••
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PROJECTIN POVERTY
AREAIN-COOPERATION
WITHO.E.O.
11

Sp1"inldng

11
the Gras:s Roots in O:uiaha.

Lou Shoen, Public Affairs Edi tor
Northwest Bell Telephone Company
Omaha, Nebraska.
I'm sorry to hear ( referring to introduction)
that some people are getting
tired of bee.ring the words "poverty 11 and "grass roots" and "gbetto"--because there are vast groups in our society, I'm afraid, who have yet to
attain an understanding of the problems suggested by these words of their
social significance
in our time . And it is impera.ti ve that a.11 of us involved in the social welfare field, whether as professionals
or a.s voluntee~
strive constantly
to broaden public understanding of both the dangers and
the opportunities
posed to our society by the existence of poverty and of
the ghettos, and the action needed at the grass roots to reduce the dangers
and to exercise the opportunities.
My subject, as indicated in your program, is "Leadership Project in a.
Poverty Area in Cooperation with OEO." The cooperation between OEOand a
traditional
social welfare agency like the Volunteer Bureau was the aspect
of' the project wbich most impressed some people. Personally,;· I tend :to
take that aspect for granted:
It was absolutely necessary ... and I'll comment
further, later on, on the subject of such cooperation.
11
I have subtitled my presentation,
Sprinkling the Grass Roots in Oma.ha". Fer
it was no more than a. sprinkle, as you shall see. But the results,
frankly,
far exceeded our highest expectations ... and provided the Omaha Volunteer
B~reau some noteworthy surprises.

Kay Currey (Executive Director, Omaha.Volunteer Bureau) is the person
who really ought to be up here telling you a.bout and receiving full
credit for this project--and I'm sure most of you know Kay; if any of' you
don 1t, you ought to. I frankly can't imagine a more effective Volunteer
Bureau d.irector--and I might add that Frank Currey is one·of those lu.cky
men who married a remarkable combination of brains and beauty.
Kay really shephered the Omaha.Grass
clusion ... reminding me, from time to
remembered myself, and often covering
when some other commitment prevented
responsibilities.

Roots Leadership.Project
to its contime,to do the things I should have
for me, without my asking her to,
me from exercising one of my lea.dershiD

The idea that eventually germinated into the Grass Roots Leadership Projeet
was pushed, by Kay, through the OmahaVolunteer Bureau Board in May of 19C~3
.•
two years after she had first been prompted, by a report at the 1963
National Social Welfare Assembly, to consider the need for reaching volunteers in neighborhoods which had not been traditional
sources for the
Volunteer Bureau. These neighborhoods consisted primarily of the economica.J.ly deprived a.reas of Oma.ha.
The project that resulted, a year after the Volunteer Bureau ap~ointed a
committee to study the problem, consisted of 12 weekly meetings, fro~ May
backthrough July of 1966, with a group of 23 :people of' highly diversified
grounds but sharing a commoninterest in improvement of their own neighborhoods and the community. The meetings brought them together. w1th city

officials,
including the Mayor; county and state officials,
including ~v.o
State Senators; executives from a. variety of private and public social.
welfare agencies; ministers, volunteer comm.unityleaders, and others . The
central topic wa.s the functioning of grass roots democracy, and the principal technique was free and open discussion, prompted by opening remarks
of guests "experts."
I might add that we received complaints from the participants,
occasionally,
when free and open discussion was infringed upon by too many remarks at
too much length by the guest experts.
Speaking of experts, I'm reminded of a story which I've stolen from a
recent address by John Gardner. He recalled an old Ma.rxBrothers movie
in which Groucho played the role of a shyster lawyer, who shared his
seriously ~J.1:ghted office with dozens of flies swarming about. A client
asked about the flies, and Groucho replied, "We have a. working agreement
w1th them. They don't practice la.w and we don't climb the walls . "
There was no such working agreement with the guest experts in the Grass
Roots Leaders~p Project.
The project was subtitled,
"The Volunteer
in Community Service and CommunityAction, 11 and it contained the implicit
promise that at least some of the volunteers :participating would, sooner
or later, be meddling in the affairs of the experts--perha.ps even creating
new problems for them, because that's in the nature of active grass roots
democracy.
The Volunteer Bureau's committee for developnent of neighborhood volunteers
was created in the summer of 1965, It had its first meeting in Ju:cy", and
began 10 months of discussions and planning.
There was talk, at first,
of a purely experimental project, concentrating
perhaps in a couple of census tracts, with an experimental group and.a
control group, or in some other way preparing to offer a measured _e_stimate
of our success in producing new volunteers and new community action in.the
neighborhoods which we were.considering.
Fortunately, we chose instead to gamble that ordinary human creativity
and ingenuity, once spurred by whatever project we undertook, would
The gamble,
produce tangible evidence to the project. 1 s effectiveness.
we think, pa.id off ha.ndsomely.
Many ideas were discussed for ways to attract volunteers from neighborhoods
with which the Volunteer Bureau had had little
prior contact.
Separate
projects for youth and adults were considered for a time. That idea. was
abandoned ma.inly because our sponsoring committee la.eked the people and
the time to pursue both approaches simultaneously.
It was apparent to
move out into these
in the traditional
neighborhoods from
special motivation

the committee from tbe. start that it could not simply
neighborhoods to recruit, train and assign volunteers
Volunteer Bureau fashion.. The alienation of the target
the rest of the community required special attention,
for the residents of these areas .
. ·-

...

,:

At the same time, experienced social wor~. exe_cutives-.who had been working
in these neighborhoods advised us that ther~ was a good deal more action-and pa.rticipa.tion--in
camnunity service in these neighborhoods than anybody do~town realized .... and certainly f'ar more than contac:~s f'rom these
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with the Volunteer

Bureau would have suggested.

Thus, one of the ea:cly conclusions
of the committee was that the
need was not so much to spur volunteer effort in these neighborhoods as to
attract
the willing volunteers
into community service activities
outside
their own neighborhoods - and that to attract
them outside their own nej_ghborhoods, the Volunteer Bureau would have to enable them to cross the
cultural
barriers
which bad traditionally
separated their neighborhoods
from the rest of the community. It would require education both of the new
volunteers
and of the agencies and the other volunteers
with whom they
would be working.
It might also require
to their assignments.

assistance

in providing

transportation

for volunteers

Almost without exception,
the neighborhoods with which the committee was
concerned were ta~get areas of Omaha's community action program under the
Office of Economic Opportunity.
It was eminently logical,
therefore,
to
invite the community action agency to join our discussions
- and, eventua.lly
to co-sponsor the project.
The largest
single neighborhood--althou.gh
it
was really more than one neighborhood--was
the Negroe community in what
Omahans call the Near North Side--the
"ghetto."
The neighborhoods with a
low level of Volunteer Bureau contacts which were not O. E. O. target areas
were those in the outer fringe of the ghetto, theirresidents
predominantly
middle class Negroes, as well as one or two racially
integ:cated areas where
a few residents
were leading efforts
to resist blockbusting
and prevent a
wholesale white exodus.
Mutual target areas of 0. E. 0. and the Neighborhood Volunteer Development
Committee also included predominantly Caucasian residential
areas in East
Omaha and South Omaha.
The Volunteer Bureau had had some prior contact with these neighborhoods,
primarily through the Project AID pre-school
program, the forerunner of
Project Head Start in Omaha organized and staffed exclusively
by volunte~rs.
Some of the neighborhoods involved also had fledgling
community councils in
existence,
which were trying to accomplish some tangible
improvements in
their neighborhoods through self-help
projects and through organized influence on City Hall and other public and private community· agencies.
The
community council efforts
in the ghetto were being founded by the staff and
summer volunteers
of the Archdiocesan Council of Catholic Social Action-and we drew on that council, too, for advice.
Our committee, finally,
consisted
of one of the Catholic Social Action staff
members, a University
of Omaha professor,
an elementary school principal,
the executive directors
of Omaha's community action agency and the Urban
League, a housewife who had been a pre-school
staff volunteer,
the educational director
of a large Methodist church, Miss (Mary) Flannigan (director,
Omaha Christ Child Society, and moderator of AVBAWorkshop, ("Reaching the
Volunteer--At
Grass Roots Level") and myself.
The University,
the Urban
League and the CAP agency joined as co-sponsors with the Volunteer Eurtau.

•

The cowJnittee recognized that a principal
shortcoming in the low-income
neighborhoods which were its primary concern was a lack of volunteer leadership.
Volumes have been written,
of course, on the subject of leadership
needs in low-income areas.
Even as the Omaha project was gett:Lng unde>r way,

>
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nationwide controversy
for the techniques he had been using for 30 years to s·timu.Jat,e leadership and
ci vie action in low-income areas . . Alinsky •s name and experiences were tosser.
about, sC'mewhat presumptously, within our committee as it began planning the
"Grass Roots Leadership Project".
We did not feel com]?etent to use Alinsky 9 s
methods . But, in the course of the project, we did try to convey to participants an idea of the usefulness of direct democratic acti.on of the type
Alinsk:y has organized in several cities.
As I'm sure you will understand, there was a- -grea,t deal of discussion,
while
the Grass Roots project was being formulated, of the appropriate role of
the Volunteer Bureau. Some board members questioned whether we ought to be
meddling in social action.
The curriculum··develo:ped for the :project had a
rather heavy social action emphasis . The Bureau's traditional
role, it was
pointed out, had been restricted
to training and sup~lying volunteers for
social service activities.
Social action and democratic action were something quite different--and
controversial.
We convinced the board, however,
that such a departure from tradition
was necessary to attract the interest
of people in the neighborhoods we were talking about - and that without
their interest
we had no basis for establishing
a relationship
which could
eventualzy produce volunteers from these neighborhoods.
Some of us on the
committee, I'm afraid, did little,
at first,
to allay the fears of traditionalists on the board, with our conversations about Saul Alinsky and our contemplations of the possibility
of sponsoring a direct democratic action
project as a means of reaching new volunteers - perhaps forming a new community council in a neighborhood where none existed.
(Incidentally,
I'm
still convinced that a direct
action project could be more effective than
a training project in reaching new volunteers--in
case any of you would like
to try it.)
With reasonable assurance that the board of United Community Services, the
Omaha Volunteer Bureau's parent organization,
was not likely to permit the
Bureau to depart from tradition
far eno_ughto sponsor a neighborhood organization or a direct action project, we chose the training project as the
alternative
to pursue.
Nevertheless,
throughout our discussions and in drawing up the plans for
the project, we deliberately
made repeated use of the word "action"--social
action and community action as well as social service and comm.unity service.
It was a temporary stumbling block for some Volunteer Bureau Board members,
as I have indicated,
·but they surmounted it.
The term is essential,
I think,
if you want to attract people into volunteer service activities
who have not
participated
before, it is attractive
to young :people, to people who live
in neighborhoods where democratic action is a necessary route to self-improve ..
ment,.and I suspect it is much more likely to attract men into volunteer
service efforts.
In this connection, you may find useful a term I've used
in self-reference,
"civic action volunteer."
It contains an aura of the green
beret ••• but civic action has been more successful in our domestic affairs
than in Viet Nam. And it describes as well as any other phrase the kind of
work forward-thinking
volunteer bureaus and social service agencies are
undertaking these days.
As the most :practical means of securing enrollees for the Grass Roots Leadership Project, we chose to relate it to the existing community organizations
.. to invite the four neighborhood councils then in existence to send representatives to the weekly meetings.
It was among the officers of these councils
-!:hat we had our most effective grass roots contacts, prior to th~ proje'!t.

..,
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contacts with them - a proceu~~e
I strongly recommend, since there.is.
always a certain amount of grass roots
suspicion of social work prufessionals.
We asked the neighborhood council
leaders to choose members for enrollment in the project who seemed to have
untapped- or undeveloped leadershi,p': i;otential.
Since the community action
agency was then dev~loping its program and developing a staff of neighborhood aidci:s, we offered the CAP agency the opportLmi ty to enroll its aides
in the project.
Other than the CAP neighborhood aides, we really· did not get the enrollee·s •
we anticipated.
Instead of sending other members of their community
councils,
as a means of c1eveloplng a broader range of neighborhood leadership ... the existing
community council leaders enrolled in the project themselves--sensing
shortcomings of their own in understanding
and practicing
democratic action.
Inviting the CAP neighborhood aides to participate
firmly established
a
relationship
wlth the community action agency which had already been initiated
by the inclusion
of the CAP executive director
in some of our planning meetings.
Obviously, in planning the project,
there were communications barriers
to
be overcome. There were the obvious barriers
between middle-class
volunteera
and residents
of poverty stricken neighborhoods ... the social,
economic and
cultural
barriers
erected by middle class culture to shut off from its view
the hard truths of the culture of poverty.
To acquaint committee members
and persons conducting the project with these barriers,
we assumed that
we all possessed the quality of empathy to at least some degree, and sought
to refine it .... by talking with individuals
experienced in working with th~
disauvantaged,
and by talking with people who were or had been poor themselves.
We relied heavily for guidance on the executive directors
of the
CAP agency and the Urban League. And we read extensively.
We explored the extent to which we could involve faculty members from the
University
of Omaha. The extent :was limited,
since we had no . budget a..'1d
they were accustomed to receiving a stipend in return for such efforts.
Several university
professors
did nevertheless
assist in planning and conducting the project.
By the time the project actually began, we found that the communications
barriers
between membe~s of the committee and the culture of poverty were
actue.lly lower than those between the committee and two or three of the
university
professors
helping us .. These particular
professors
were either
unable or unwilling to open their own minds to a realistic
examination of
the culture of poverty, and consequently were themselves the farthest
removed from any capacity to communicate with the poor.
I might add that
two or three other professors
made commendable efforts,
contributed
considerable
time and greatly enhanced the effectiveness
of the training.

•

..

Most of the first
session of the project was devoted to discussing
the
project itself,
and surveying the interests
of the enrollees.
Their
interests,
we found, were predominantly:
How to overcome neighborhood
apathy, and develop a continuing program of service a.rid action through
neighborhood organization;
second, how to interpret
their neighborhoods'
problems and needs to the remainder of the community ... and, finally,
how
to secure action by public officials
or others in positions
of power appropriate
to the needs of the neighborhood.
And from the pro~ect they
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On the basis
of that first session we redesigned some of the subsequent curriculum, to
give greater emphasis to the subjects in which the enrollees were most
interested
- although we had anticipated
these dominant interests,
to a
large extent, in the original design.
The project continued for 12 weeks through the summer of 1966. Most of
the meetings were held at various neighborhqod centets--a
settlement house,
the Boys Club, schools--a couple at City Hall.
It was a summer of unrest
in Omaha•.. but the disturbances which began the first weekend in JuJ.y
merely added a greater sense of urgency for all the participants
in the
Grass Roots project.
The project bad a number of surprisingly
tangible
results.
It provided a boost of confidence for neighborhood organizations
and organizers generally.
Discussions among neighborhood leaders during the
project have since resulted in joint meetings to find ways for the neighbo~hood councils to cooperate for their mutual advanta,ge--es1.1ecially to
strengthen their influence at City Hall and other centers of community
power. One community council, on the rocks when the Grass Roots project
began, has reorganized - the interest
of its key leaders stimulated by
their attendance at the weekly meetings.
About two weeks after the project ended, one of the three enrollees from
East Omaha.called what she termed an "East Omahabeef session" ... inviting
a wide variety of public and private agency officials,
giving residents
of her neighborhood an opportunity to question them directly about city
zoning policies in the area and other problems associated with inadequate
public facilities
. The session also enabled airing of' some hostilities
among different
factions in the neighborhood.
It tended to clear the air
for everyone involved.
The neighborhood still had problems--a.nd does todaybut the beef' session laid the basis for greater understanding by all concerned of how to deal with them. (The SJ;,pnsoring committee was informed
later, by the way, that the ubeef session" was planned jointly by several
of the Project participants,
including some C. A. P. aides, as a test of
the sincerity of the sponsoring groups' interest in neighborhood action.}
One of the agencies receiving considerable pressure at that meeting was
United Community Services.
It provided an immediate illustration
that,
as one speech topic here in Dallas a couple of nights ago pointed out,
"Leadership Development Is a Two-Edged Sword." When you seek, as an agency
serving the entire community, to throw off the shackles of your own traditions and seek to develop neighborhood leadership,
you have to expect the
enhanced effectiveness
of the new leaders you develop to cut in your
direction now and then.
For several of the Grass Roots Project participants,
the principal contribution of the project seemed to be to give them the self-confidence
they
needed to apply the democratic action techniques we discussed--for
they
seemed to be already aware of the techniques when we discussed them. The
President of one of the community councils grew in confidence, and later
.
spurred similar growth among members of his council, sufficiently
that the
council recently fired the executive director assigned to it, a couple of
years ago, by the Catholic Social Action Council, and hired the Presiden·t;
as its new executive director.
It was not that the old executive was
incompetent:
UCS has since hired him. But the neighborhood council had
grown to the point a.t which it felt capable of handling its own affairs-and it insisted,
then, upon doing so. Its confident, articulate
new
exe~utive wa.s shy, retiring
and fearful of offending other com~unity lead~m

..,
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as his council's

president.

Community councils represented at the Grass Roots P1"'oject have secured
street lighting, playgrounds and other public improvements, using techniques
or confidence which they learned in the Grass Roots meetings.
One participant
in the Grass Roots Project is here with you today: She's
now the charming and dynamic director of the new Near North Side Branch
Office of the OmahaVolunteer Bureau ... Marianna Breckenbridge.
The Branch Office is, of course, the proof of the Grass Roots Project's
success so far as the Volunteer Bureau is concerned. It was established
a~er the Bureau called together a group of participants
in the Grass Roots
Project and other neighborhood leaders for advice on the next step needed to
get more volunteers from the Near North Side area. The Bureau was able to
call that meeting only because it had proved its interest in the area sufficiently through the Grass Roots Project.
From this meeting, a unanimous recommendation went to the Volunteer Bureau,
and a:PProval was later secured from the USC Board., to establish a branch
office of the Bureau, on a low budget, at a Near North Side settlement houseMary Flannigan's North Christ Child Center, to be exact. More than 170
new volunteers have been signed up and 19 organizations registered for
volunteer activity in the first seven months of tlie Branch Office's
....
operations ... and Mrs. Breckenridge had made a great many people aware that
the Volunteer Bureau is no longer a strictly
Junior League organization.
The
OmahaBureau was founded by the Junior League ... but now the girls of the
Omaha Junior League are following the Bureau's lead in involvement with the
real social problems of the city today.
As an indirect result of the Grass Roots Project ... the contact with neighborhood leaders at the weekly session provided ·a source of information
about the mood of the community which was a tip-off of the trouble brewing.
Ideas of project participants
were solicited and passed on to the UCS
sta.ff ... and UCS, as a result, was prepared to launch a special recreationcentered program called "Operation Summertime" as a calming influence after
the July disturbances.
The individual growth produced by the project was probably its most important contribution.
The growth of people once too timid to speak out at
meetings, who are now articulate
leaders . Several - including Mrs .
Breckenridge and the Council president I mentioned - were assisted in
gaining improved job opportunities
as a result of the project.
Others have
returned to school. The gro-wth of UCS and agency staff members in their.
understanding of conditions and attitudes in the neighborhoods in which
they work was at least as important - as well a.s comparable growth of
participating
volunteers and board members. The overall results have included increased clialogue penetrating the cultural and economic barriers
which have so long di vid.ed the city.
These achievements are not isolated consequences of the Grass Roots Project,
of course. Many other events and projects were occuring simultaneously
with it.
The Urban League's Project Enable and the coDDJ1uni
ty action
program• s neighborhood work were among the most important.
The effects of
such projects on the community dovetailed with one another.
The traditional
extreme hostility
between the Near North Side ghetto and the white slum
neighborhood in East Omaha has modified as a result of contacts produced
Within neig..1-iborhoods,more and t'!ore :r· )ple ha:ite
thro :?p,h these projects.
1
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Project:
That .people with diversified
and even opposing interests and personoJ.ities must learn to work together il.n their connnoninterest to achieve things
for their neighmorhood.
And that theme--of cooperation among traditiortally
op:posed groups or individualsi!l the one on which I want to elaborate
somewhat in conclusion~ .. through an
ar.1.alogy, if I may., involving the industry in which I •m employed when I I m not
engaged in free lance ciYic action.
Until about 50 yea.rs a.go, there were hundreds of thousands of telephone compar..ies opera.ting in this country. They were bickering with one another conste.ntly, trying to gain possession of one another, refusing to interconnect their
lines so that customers of one company could call customers of another.
They
~esorted occasionally even to such tactics as cutting one another's lines.
Finally, they· began to realize that, to operate a telephone business· success--•
f1~J.y--like any other business-they had to give their customers what the cust ...
O::...!,~rs wanted.
Contrary to popular impression, all of those companies have not
'been absorbed by the Bell System. Although the number of operating telephone
have been
companies has declined steadily, a. la.rge share of the acquisitions
m,i.a.eby some of the larger independent companies . The Bell System serves nearJ.y
all of the major cities,
and as a result serves a little
over 80 per cent of
all the telephones in the coui1try. But several thousand independent companies
rl~a.in. And today--for several decades now, in fact--all
of these companies
have cooperated to provide interconnected telephone service nationwide.
The point is this:
If the telephone companies could all get together in the
interest of their customers, to conduct their business cooperatively,
why
sl1ouldn't social service agencies be able to do the same in behalf of their
clients?
In this context, one of the most important features of Omaha's
Grass Roots Project was the cooperation among agencies that it involved.
In
fact, there was a bitter struggle continuing between UCS and the, comm.unity
e,CJl.iionagency in Oma.ha.even as the Volwiteer Bureau and the CAPagency were
cooperating in this· project.
The CAPdirector moderated most of the sessionR~
In that instance, the cooperation was achieved voluntarily among the agencies
i:uvolved. I suppose, in a. larger sense, there may be an object lesson for
social agencies in the fact that, when the telephone companies decided 50
y~ars ago to start working together, it was after there had been some suggestions in Congress that if}. might be nice to have a national, publicity-owned
telephone system like those in Europe . But the comparable pressure from
Washington is already on social work agencies.
In fa.ct, they may have already
missed the boat, in not working together more effectively before the Econom..tc
Opportunity Act was written.
Finally ... a comment on racial and economic ba~riers and hostilities
. There
have been speakers here in Dallas this week who contended that hostility
is
umwoidable, and that agencies have to learn to work with minority groups
anct poverty pockets in spite of these hostilities
. We feel that the Omaha
Grass Roots Project demonstrated that such hostilities
are not inevitable.
Differences of interest ma.y remain. But mutual confidence, communication
a~d respect can overcome the traditional
barriers and hostilities.
With care and effort, you can ac~eve that breakthrough of which Ralph
Ellison has written.
"If you can show me," Mr. Ellison declared, "how I can
cl·tng to that which is real in me while teaching me a. way in-to the larger

-45society, then I will not only drop my defenses and my hostility,
but I
will sing your praises and I will help-you ma.ke.the desert bear fruit."
For a couple of dozen participants,
the Grass Roo~s Project achieved that
trees are showing up in
breakthrough in Omaha.... and some fr~t-bearipg
that city's urban desert.
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-46REACHING
THEVOLUNTEER
AT GRASSRoars. LEVEL
"Parkside v.:.sit,ors"
Freid.a E. Gorrecht
Execut~ve Director
UAWRetired Wor!{ers Centers
of Detroit, Inc.
Det:t!oit, Mich:tgvo
Formation and Description

of the Project

The Parkside Visitors Project was organized in July, 1966, so it is not
It was set up as a result of the Vista
quite a. year old at this writing.
Parkside Project sponso:i:ed by the UAWRetired Workers Ceaters, Inc. of
Detroit.
This agency operates four Centers in the Metropolitan Detroit
area.
One of these, the Eastside Center is located in the recreation
building of the Parkside Housing Project . Although our program there is
heavily attended, averaging 250 people per day, we were concerned because
very few of the 450 older residents of Parkside ever availed themselves of
our services.
In October, 1965, three retired wom~nin their late 60's
were sent to us by the National Vista i,rogram. These women lived in the
With supervision by the
project and visited all 450 older residents.
UAWCenterst staff, the Vistas were ~ble to bring companionship and help
to the older residents of Parkside.
As the work progressed, we began t,o
see two important facts emerging from the detailed Vista reports.
1.

Many older persons in the project were lonely and not very mobile.
Many had acute and chronic illnesses,
some were kept at home by
ill s:pouses and some by caring for retarded adult children.
These
people needed visiting
services but, except for a few, this was
not readtly available.

2.

Some more healthy older people were doing a valiant service
in helping some of their neighbors . They were often frustrated
because of their own lack of knowledge about available community
resources to get help for their friends.
Many of the demands were
too great on them and sometimes this would cause a break in their
relationships
with the needy, dependent older person.
Often
younger neighbors would try to be helpful and eventually stop
for the same reasons.

With this knowledge, it appeared sensible to attempt to organize the effortc
of those older tenants who were interested
in being "good neighbors".
By
giving them the supportive social service they needed, plus the encouragement and recognition they deserved, we believed we could develop a grou!)
of grass roots volunteers that could continue the work of the Vista women
beyond their termination date in August. Since one of the objectives of
the Vista Project was to design methods of self-help in the Parkside
Community, this seemed an appropriate experiment.
The Vista workers interviewed older residents and explained the idea to them~
Names of interested
individuals were submitted to me and then a letter was
sent to them inviting t:tem to a meeting at the Center.
Sixteen out of
twenty-five individuals
responded.
We met together, got acquainted, and
discussed the idea of a visiting group. They agreed to become a group
and voted to call themselves the Parkside Visitors.
Plans for a two-day
training session were set up and the date agreed upon. The Virta's agreed.
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received
and don'ts of visiting.
Their role playi11g antics were hilariously
ar.Ldprovided the spl"ingboa.rd for the two-day training session.
Each training day was a three-hour
given out at the training session:
A Parkside
Permanent
on ea.ch.
3. A kit for
note-pads,

1.

2.

session.

Visitors handbook.
badges with individual

The following materials

names and Parkside Visitor

were

printed

each member, consisting of a. sturdy folder with :pockets,
and descriptive program material from the Ea.stside Center..

In addition to the material presented by the Vista's, many of the new
visitors used their own mistakes, as well as their successful experiences, to
demonstrate points brought up in the discussion.
A conscious attempt was
ma.de throughout the entire training session to involve each individual as
deeply as possible in the learning progress.
There was much discussion around the role of the visitor,
the role of the
staff leader, and the role of the Center social worker. We la.id the ground-work for the withdrawal of the Vista. workers from the project.
The visitors
were supplied with adequate day and night phone numbers of Center staff if
any of their neighbors needed us in an emergency duririg times the Center
program was clos.ed .
.,•;1,

Following the training session the Vista workers and I matched visitors and
visitees based on.information we had gathered about both groups, a.swell as
geographical location.
letters were sent to both groups and the Parkside
Visitors proceeded to get on with the business.
One month le.ter the first
pattern followed:

report meeting was held and this

has been the

The Detroit Central Volunteer Bureau of the United Comm.unityServices offcrc
as a part of its service a well organized Friendly Visitors Program.
RecrU1tment of enough visitors to meet the need in our large city has been
an· on-going problem. Much of the.,materia.l used in the Parkside Visitors
tra.ining session, including the general format of the handbook 1 was developee.
by the Friendly Visitors and adapte~ by me for the Parkside Project.
While doing this adaption of material, it occurred to me that the Friendly
Visitor Service might be interested· in the Parkside Project.
I conteo1;ed...
the Central Volunteer Bureau and vas.invited to meet in September with the
Board of -the Friendly Visitors Program. The following questions were raioed.
at .this meeting:
1.

Could recruitment of volunteer visitors in an area where a known
need for the program existed, produce new sources of volunteers
to the Friendly Visitor Program?

2.

Could other social a.g~ncies·serving 1n areas of need provide
sup:porting social services to· -neigh1;>orhoodvisiting groups while
the Friendly Visitors supplied the experti.s..e on volunteer training
and su~ervision?

-433 • Would volunteer training and supervision
order to be effective with new groups'£

need an o-1erha.uling :.n

4. Were Friendly Visitor

leaders interested
in joining forces wi~h
us to experiment with the Parkside Group and perhaps answer to
some degree the previous three questions?

The Friendly Visitors joined with us and one of the
trained and wonderfully sensitive volunteer, became
Parkside Visitors.
She works under the supervision
worker a.nd together they have developed the project

Board members, a highly
the leader of the
of the Center social
since October, 1966.

The Parkside Visitors are older men and women (all over 65) living on low
incomes in a public housing project.
Their average education is six years
of formal education.
A few of them have been active in church work and
still retain some interest
in this, most of them do not . All of them a.re
sincerely interested
in being helpf'ul to others but had little
available
opportunity except through their neighborhood contact with less fortunate
people than themselves.
Most of them have an a.cute awareness of what
goes on in the lives of the housing project tenants, their problems,
their joys, their behavior - both good and bad, their financial status and
their health.
The visitors
freely share this information with the staff
whether its pertinent or not. Some of' the visitors
have bad better inco~e,=;,,
All of the
better homes, a.nd higher social status than they do at present.
visitors
now belong to the Center and have joined other activity groups,
although only about half did at the beginning of the Project.
Some of
them suffer from chronic illness such as arthritis,
diabetes, and heart
trouble, although none of the thriteen in the program at this moment are
considered ill.
Two members have dropped out because of ill health and
a.re receiving the visiting
service.
This has dropped from 50 i~::'.
There are 43 people now listed as visitees.
December. Some of the clients have died, moved a.way, or cease to need the
visiting
service for other reasons.
Eight of the individuals visited
and presented a. number of fairly

needed help from the Center Social Worker
serious problems.

The Parkside Visitors meet regularly once a
and the social worker. At this time visits
cussed, and changes are decided upon. This
time and :i.ncludes coffee and cookies served
Committee . Here a.re some highlights of the

month with the volunteer leader
are reported, problems a.re dismeeting also serves a.s a. social
by the Center Food Service
monthly meetings:

l.

November - the group requested that small calling cards be mad.e
so that they could leave them at the homes of visitees who were
not in.
(Some do not have phones and at times would need to go
to a clinic, or need to be away for other reasons) . These cards
were supplied by the Center.

2.

December - the Center provided small, inexpensive gifts and wrap ..
pings . These gifts were wrapped and tied by the visitors
and
taken to their clients.
Special refresl:nnents were donated by
the Volunteer Leader and the December meeting was indeed a festiv~
affair.

i,

3. Beginning in January, four volunteers

from the Parkside Visitors
began a. series of four discussion meetings with the head social ••
.worker..from a .state psychiatric clinic and rese~ch center.
This
took place becau~e of 'a request for visiting servi~e ~he gtoup
ha.cl.from a tenant who was an out-patient at the ~linic • The
group members voice their fear and reluctance about acceptiµg this
client.
This discussion led to some other conce1·ns they had about
senile ind.1viduals on their visiting list.
The four discussions
meetings and a follow-up visit to the clinic had been most helpful ·-for the visitors . They are more cc.mfortable w1th some of the
clients' behavior and have been able to place firm limits on some
who were tending to exploit their help.

4.

In February the group elected a president, vice-president
and
secretary.
The volunteer leader •
is now working with these
three womenand is assigning them some of the group tasks they
are able to handle.

5 . . In March the group was visi te~ by a tenant from Herman Gardens, a.
housing project on the west side of Detroit . The group members
answered questions about their work and encouraged the visitor to
start~
group in her neighborhood.

6·.

People over 65 years of agein Detroit •are eligible for reduced
fare on bus transportation.
The bus pass·e~ •must be renewed this
year, so at the April meeting the visitors were given the materi~J.s
and taught how to issue the new cards .. lh~se passes are very
important for older people in the project;.and generally they come
to the Center for them. If visitors'
clients.were able to :walk
to the Center with help, the visitor was asked to bring them. If
they were not, the visitor processed the card at the client's
houe~
The Housing Manager also asked the group to survey their clients
and other older neighbors to see if there was a need for teenage
help in window washing, yard cleaning, etc. This information is
•
being obtained and a. re!)Ort will be made on their findings .

7. In

May the visitors
amendments to their

took petitions requesting social security
clients for signing if they wished to.

The visitors were given a new directory of comm~ty help availabe to·
older citizens.
This directory was published by-the United Community
Services and bought by the Center for the visitors..
•
The group involved itself in making big plans for an exhibit in June at the
Center Open House. They are ma.king posters which describe their work ~d
they are interested in coming to a
will have people sign a register.if
special meeting in June to hear a.bout the project, in det~l.
This is the
first group recruitment venture and they are quite excited a.bout it.
During the next several months the group fs planning to invite staff
workers from the Public Welfare, Detroit.Department of Health, Rehabilitation Institute,
and others to meet with them and discuss their services.
Up to the present time we have had 6 tenants referred to us from the
Housing office, two from family members, and one from the Friendly
Visitors.
All of these referrals
have an assigned visitor.
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the grc.. tl, !.tself is ttle key to pi·oviding
this Kind of an outreach visi:ting program. From the beginning, every effort
was made to facilitate
group identification
and cohesion. Through the group
process the individual JJlelllbersgained support, recognition, and challenge.
Materials such as badges., handbooks, and kits ,.,ere designed tb give sup:port
t,o this identification
with the group and with its plµ'pOse . Attention was
given to the physical. setting and cqntinuity of leadership.
In January, the Volunteer Leader felt it necessary to review some of the
Through the monthly
training material, and plans to do this regularly.
group meetings, training and supervision is supplied on an on-going regular
basis.
The visitors have performed many tasks for their clients; going on errands;
taking them for walks, mending, preparing meals, referring th• for special
service when needed, and getting transportation
for necessary clinic appointments. One visitor may volunteer to help another visitor's
client when asked
by the other visitor.
The Parkside

Visitors have achieved the status of a working unit within the
Parkside Homes Community. They are neighbors serving other neighbors with'
cheerful spirit,
dependable regularity,
and increasingly effectiveness.
They
have deep identificati~n
with those they serve and with each other. They
have willingly accepted responsibility
for recruitment to their own group
I am sure that very few, if any
und for the improvement of their service.
of these individuals,
could have been recruited and trained under the highly
individualized plan of the Friendly Visitors Program characteristic
of its
~resent operation.

five
The volunteer leader has estimated that her work time is.approximately
hours per month. This may decrease as leadership in the group develops .
Actually it is a. very modest amount of time considering that it could proviM
for recruitment, training,
and supervision for about twenty-five volunteers
serving about eighty clients .
Implications

for Volunteer Programs;

1.

Poor people in high-need neighborhoods can be helped to deliver
person to person service in their own area if they themselves can
receive some feeling of status, accomplishment, and lea.ming in the
process.
This is possible by using the group as the tool for
developing such a program.

2.

The partnership of community agencies and the Central Volunteer
Bureau needs to be looked at in terms of a closer sharing and of
planned mutual support.

3.

Well designed group volunteer efforts
the recruitment· problem for volunteer

can go a long way in solving
programs.

Conclusion
Although the Parkside Visitors Project has had problems, they have been
minor ones and the Project is well-on its. way to being a successful exper5.Jllentin grass roots involvement.
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